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4 ACTION IN AUCKLAND

All over New Zealand, exciting new work

is appearing. It's not iust graduates, butalso
more established cratt artists who are taking
new directions. Three writers examine the '
latest work at six Aucklanders

"Parvati", carved demolition l<auri with mother 0t pearl
inlay, paint and gold teat, by Dianna Firth. Page A.

9 TAPESTRY TRIENNALE
The Seventh International Trienna/e of ‘

Tapestry took place in Lodz, Poland during
May. The catalogue explains that the exhi-
bition is not about tapestry as we known it,
rather, "...the common ground should be
sought...in the sphere ot imagination". Three
New Zealand tibre artists were represented.
Pat Baskett interviewed Carole Shepheard
and Malcolm Harrison in Auckland, while in
Christchurch Adrienne Rewiwentto seeMark
Lander (pictured below).

Midge Johnstone, Wi Taepa and Baye Riddell with their
clay mural at Omal<a Mame, Blenheim. Page t5.

l 12 GALLERY NEWS
Events From galleries in Auckland, the

l West Coast and Dunedin.

l15
, Nga Puna Waihanga had a major hui in
l Blenheim over Queens Birthday Weekend.
1 For a week prior to the event, artists, cral‘ts-
l people and performers got warmed up. Ray

Heta reports.

IN BRIEF

i Other national cratt groups have been
meeting too, spinners and weaver, potters,
embroiderers, Also in In Brief, news and events
in the cratt world.

2 I REVIEWS

The Fletcher Challenge Award and the NZ 1
Society of Potters National Exhibition are
major recent clay exhibitions reviewed in this
issue. Glass and gold lrom recent artists in
residence, and group shows by Polytech
tutors, leatherworkers and Expo potters are
also covered.

"Burial and Birth Monument"by Lazlo Felrete, ham the
Fletcher Challenge Ceramics Award. Page 22.

27 PEOPLE
Debbie Pointon won the Fletcher Award in l

1980. What's she been doing since? i
Gael Montgomerie and Jill Gibens are

, Otago woodworkers making a mark na» ,
l tionally. Sarah Hunter interviewed them re» l
‘ cently.

l It's not easy For a non-Maori to work in
traditional Maori areas. Rosemary Tomery
makes kete by the banks at the Northern
Wairoa.

i38

32 RODNEY FUMPSTON
Artist Rodney Fumpston is the consum-

mate crattsman. This Auckland printmaker is
a pertectionist.

"Tropical Garden N" by Rodney Fumpston. ‘

36
Lara Scobie and Akio Takamori came to

New Zealand tor this year's Fletcher show - i
one as the winner, the other as the iudge.

Cralt NZ talked to them to gain some l
insights into their work and motivation,

FLETCHER PEOPLE t

Lara Scabie, Scottish winner at the Fletcher Challenge l
Ceramics Award t992.

BOOK REVIEWS 1
i

Books about wood, the Powerhouse Mu- i
seum, Maori weaving and basketry, dyeing l
and embroidery are reviewed in this issue. l l.‘.
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Just a quick note to put the record straight
re the article on ARTEX, page I6, Autumn
issue. ARTEX started as an Art Fair primarily
in I986 not as a Craft Fair. It has evolved
mainly through demand and exhibitor re-
sponse to now encompass all forms of New
Zealand and imported art, craft and interior
design. We’ve come a long way from I986
when 2 months from the show we could only
persuade 8 exhibitors to ”give it a go”. On
opening night we had managed another 30
exhibitors.

For Auckland this year we have over IOO
exhibitors and for the first time needed three
pavilions.

The arts continue to grow from strength to
strength in New Zealand and will play a big
part in New Zealand’s future.

CRAFT NZ magazine also indicates this
with each issue, The magazine and its con-
tents are a positive and great advertisement
for New Zealand.

Keep up the good work!
Warwick Henderson

I have been a potter for 30 years now and
am just beginning to appreciate the good
fortune of finding a career that suits me well
and has unlimited depth.

To be a potter these days is to be part of
one of the most exciting and creative move-
ments in the history of visual art. There are
more galleries and shops than ever display-
ing an increasing variety of clay products.
Never before has there been so much written
by so many people who have similar interests
in the world of clay. I am constantly amazed
by the number of parallel thoughts found in
the many publications that concern them-
selves with ceramics.

CRAFTGQLLERY
0 Over 300 N.Z. Artisans
9 Huge range of diverse crafts
0 Suitable New Zealanders & Overseas Tourists
0 New Exhibitors welcome.
0 Open 7 Days

Down the alley behind ANZ Bank
23 7 Parnell Rd, Parnell, Auckland.
Telephone (09) 309 8740

There is a problem however, and it needs
our attention. If I was to conduct a survey in
my neighbourhood I would find few hand
made objects, even fewer made of clay. As
potters we are practically invisible to the
great majority ofour society. I have feItane
most of my life, out of step, odd, different.

A friend referred to me as having icono-
clastic ideas. Whata pleasantsurprise to find
the literal explanation was Icon Breaker. As
I read the synonyms - rebel, dissident, agi»
tator, defector, heretic, malcontent, misfit,
non-conformist, renegade, a feeling of pride
began to replace the puzzlement that went
with being constantly out of stepwith the
values of our time. This proclivity for inde~
pendentthoughtis partofthe reason so many
ofusfinditdifficultto putasideourdifferences
in order to work together.

A further insight came while reading Tom
Wolfe's The Painted Word. He deals with the
image of the artist as bohemian. He writes,
"Today there is a peculiarly modern reward
that the avant-garde artist can give his ben-
efactor: namely, the feeling that he, like his
mate the artist, is separate from and aloof
from the bourgeoisie, the middle classes." It
occurs to me that we may have cut ourselves
off from those with conventional standards of
behaviour to the point that we cannot be a
positive and constructive example to our
society.

Doris Lessing in Prisons We Choose To
Live Inside, writes about the value of inde-
pendent minded people and their ability to
influence events. lam sure she is correctin her
assessment and yet I feel alienated because
my standards are so different from the
norm.That fact remains that we potters, per-
haps even more than the fine artist, are on the
periphery of the society with our example
mostly unnoticed.

Many ofourvaluesareimportantand vital
to our culture. Certainly the willingness to
take full responsibility for one'sactions and to
think independently are desirable qualities.
So are craftsmanship and creativity. Kather-
ine McCoy, one of the jurors for the design
section of the 2nd International Ceramics
Competition in Mino, Japan, writes aboutthe
result of the separation between art and
design. I find part of her statement particular—
Iy important as it helps me to understand my
disappointment in the manufactured objects
available around us. She writes, "The resultis
a material culture of practical artifacts that
contribute little to the cultural values of our
society." Reading this helped me to under-
stand my disappointment in most manufac-
tured objects and my attempt to help remedy
the situation.

Why are we and the work we produce not
given more attention? We tend to be fiercely
independent. We compete for the same small
group. We feel more comfortable allowing
others to presentourwork to the public. I have
the feeling, after observing the situation for
such a long time, that we makers, along with
those that support us, have failed to adopt the
attitudes that will give us a higher standing in
our culture.

Doris Lessing is more incisive. She talks
abouttheapparenthorrorthataltruisticgroups
have of those "soft sciences" including psy-
chology, sociology, etc that explore why
people act the way they do. They help us to
understand that human behaviour is predict-
able and the urge to conform intense. We
know that we are judged on appearance to
a large extent. The clothes we wear and the
cars we drive all say something about us.
These symbols of our status in fact say more
about us than our words. Groups within our
societies use our tendency to conform to their
own advantage. Advertisers have been able
to make even destructive ideas popular. Less-
ing points out that we would do well to
understand this world of persuasion so that
we, at least, will not be subject to its excesses.
This understanding can be used to advocate
positive and constructive values that will en-
rich the world we all must live and work in. I
feel that potters, committed individuals, pro-
vide a positive model for a society in desper-
ate need of such example,

As potters we share an incredible medium.
Our work carries expression, function, and
tactile qualites with it easily. The capacity of
our material to carry vitality is unequalled.
Clay is, however, so versatile it may be
confusing to those who are unaware of the
countless ways that it has been and can be
used. There are those who insist they know
how it should be used. They pick the leaders,
winners and those who will succeed in social
terms. We let that happen, relying on others
to make the decisions affecting our lives, We
are individualsfirstand find itdifficulttowork
together on projects thatcauld change our lot
in life. We complain because we and our
work are generally unknown. We need to
find those who are willing and able to con-
vince more individuals in our society of our
positive contributions and we must pool our
resources to support them and get the job
done, That we are, collectively, an asset to
our societies is certain. The question is; what
are we willing to do to ensure our example is
noticed and of value to the society in which
we live ?

Ron Roy, Ontario, Canada

A LETTER FROM THE NEW OWNER

.._ . he Crafts Council of New Zealand has published 39 issues of
Craft New Zealand. With issue 40, the magazine moves into a

. new era. To protect the magazine for craftspeople, I have
purchased it from CCNZ. This is hardly an investment I can

afford, and I am currently preparing the prospectus for a new company
to be called Craft Print Limited. Shares will be held by craftspeople and
supporters of craft in New Zealand and the business of the company will
be the publication of a magazine and associated profile raising activities
for the craftspeople of New Zealand.

\Vhat is the background to the change of ownership? CCNZ was a
membership organisation, funded for the past few years by the QEH Arts
Council. Two crucial events conspired to bring about its demise. Either
could have been managed alone, but their combination was too great a
burden.

Firstly. CCNZ carried a considerable debt, due in large part to the
1990 exhibition Mari Malmru. Secondly, the QEll Arts Council decided
at their Dcccmbcr I991 meeting to terminate CCNZ's funding.

Thc Crafts Council Gallery at 22 The Terrace in Wellington was a
highly successful business under the directorship of Jenny Rowland. The
indications are that it may be possiblc to sell the gallery, just as the
magazinc has bccn sold. Subjccl to negotiations to secure the lease of 22
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, . . . . . l ' 'l he 'l‘crracc, there is some optimism that the gallery may continue. 1 Printing:
What will Iiappcn to thc $290,000 a year which was formerly given to

(ZCNZ? Some was uscd in sctting up an investigatory group to look at
craft marketing. Thcir report has been considered by Qlflll, who felt that
it was too ambitious; too expensive. Director Peter Quinn is reassuring
about the money howcvcr. Provided Qltlll's budget remains static7 the
amount will remain earmarked for the crafts infrastructure. Eventually,
a marketing board is still plaiiiicd.

What docs lhc futiirc hold for Craft New Zealand? As a membership
publication. the magazine has run at a loss, fclt justifiable by (VICNZ
because of its promotional valnc. As a privately owned magazine, that
can't goon. .r\dvcrtising and subscription levels are on the rise, but if the
magazinc is to survive it nccds thc support of the crafts connminity. Craft ,
\feir Zealand is not a charity. but if you agree with me that it's value for
money. subscribe now. I‘lncouragc your friends; your club, school, public
library to do likewise. l inlcnd Craft New Zealand to grow from here on.

Stiles Printing Ltd, Nelson.
Subscriptions:
P O Box 3322, Richmond, Nelson.
Trade Distribution:
Propaganda, CPO Box 582, Auckland 1.

Contributions of original articles, reviews, news of
events or commissions, press releases and photo-
graphs are welcome and will be considered for pub»
Iication. Preferred format, 35" discs in Macintosh or
IBM compatible format plus hard copy; prints, preferr
ably with negatives, but transparencies also accepta-
ble. If in doubt, first contact the editor, Copy deadline
for issue 4i , August 3, I992.

Copyright l992 Craft Publications. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval
system or transmitted in any form without permission of
the publishers.

(live inc and thc futurc sharclioldcrs the chance. Don't wait and see — the
commitment is needed now.

Peter Gibbs. Editor.
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POSTCARDS
From time to time, Craft NZ will

page. Design/layout provided where
required at minimal rates.

Inside/outside cover positions in full
colour with 200 free business cards on

heavier stock.
From $180.

From issue 41: Marketplace; classified
advertising - $1 per word - text only

print short postcard runs.
600 cards — $300.

Each card 150x100mm, full
colour, optional text/graphics on
reverse. The best of these may
be used by Craft NZ in "Recent
Work“. Please supply standard

print and negative.



Right; recent work
by Christine

Thacker

All over the country, graduates from
the Design Courses are making their

resence felt. At the same time, estab—
Eshed artists are moving on, exploring
new territory. Three writers inter—
viewed six Aucklanders who are taking
new directions.

xt

CHRISTINE THACKER

By Helen Schamroth

iving on Waiheke, working with clay, and
earning a living working for the NZ Herald in
downtown Auckland are two distinct and
separate aspects of Christine Thacker’s life.

She has been working in clay for sixteen years, as a
means of self expression rather than as a means of
supporting herself, taking risks with her work she might
avoid if she were financially dependent on it. Her
newest work is a compelling and mature development.
Selection for the Pottery Symposium in Dunedin in 1988
was inspirational for Christine. This time gave her a
sense of context for her work as well as a sense of

community, a complete contrast from the solitude she
finds necessary for her creative development.

Her intention in her work remains constant - to
express contrasts, of people being very fragile, and at
the same time driven, and to express both the life force
and the self—destructive force of humanity.

Christine’s sculptures have been very figurative with
a strong graphic quality. A change to more detail came
about from her need to consider ‘where next’. By
shifting her stance from figirative to abstract, Christine
created a breathing space for herself, and at the same
time set new challenges that allowed her to progress.
What she liked about making this shift was the innocent
quality of the newer work, and it is this desire to retain
the innocence of the figures that has kept her work
fresh.

The current works appear to be emerging from their
abstracted swaddled exterior, an outer casing protecting
the figures within, and always expressing the life—force
present in all of nature. The theme of her work is
change, what initiates and motivates change. While she
might set the direction for her work, it seems that often
something will occur randomly, dictating compulsively
what she will do next.

Christine’s love of manipulating clay remains as
always, although she expresses disquieting thoughts
about the permanence of human impact on the planet, of
clay losing its plasticity on firing, which she acknowledg—
es is a sign of the times. Nonetheless it is philosophical
concerns such as these that she knows help her work to
develop. (Shortly before Craft NZ went to press,
Christie Thacker gained a Merit Award in the Fletcher
Challenge Ceramics Award — the only New Zealander to
gain this honour.)

TANIA PA1TERSON

By Judy Wilson Goode

t is two years since Tania Patterson completed
the Craft Design course at Carrington
Polytechnic. She now supports herself by her
craft, and her particular style ofjewellery is

developing, becoming distinctive and gaining recogni—
tion. It is reassuring that the courses are producing
people who use craft alone as their livelihood, although
this may be with the initial help of other support systems
- Tania used an Enterprise subsidy to begin her inde—
pendent life, and has just received a workshop develop—
ment grant from the QEIl Arts Council. Now, well sited
at Zig Zag Studio in Titirangi, she is working on a range
of exhibition pieces.

She works on a small scale, creating intricate detail
with great dexterity and expertise. The brooch form is
her usual means of expression. The delicately built
structures with pivoted moving parts operated by pull

Above: John Dory Fish. silver, by Tania Patterson
Below: cl Hanging On. ebony. silver bird claws. by Tania
I’attcrson.
Photos by Marcus \\ illiams.

cords or interlocked cogs. l1a\c bccomc a tradcmark of
Tania-s work. Thc challcngc of sol\ ing technical design
problems gives thc picccs an intellectual approach.
possibl) influenced by her fathcris fascination for
kinctic art. Somc picccs have tiny bird or possum boncs
inlaid into such matcrials as silvcr. titanium. cbon) and
totara burr.

it is an intriguing antithesis of makcr \‘crsus product.
that such a gcntlc pcrson could also make a compclling
sct of brooches which were all torturc apparatus — cute
and appealing. but llltilt‘ workablc and capablc of
causing pain. Ilcr approach to indi\ idualjty and sclf
cxprcssion is a kc) to hcr success ~ working on llcr own
in jcwcllcr} . but surrounded b) other craftspcoplc at tllc
studio. Tania is rcfrcshingly frcc to make choiccs.

Tania l’attcrson's work is authcutic and iuno\ ativc:
ii fascinates. Her picccs arc disciplincd and clearly
tlcsigncd. Paulinc licru. llcr tutor at (iarrington should
be well pleased with hcr development as the result of a
Nulnd basis of teaching.

By Carole Sllcpheard

y experience in Nepal in 1990 gave me a sense
of thc vastness and might of the land. and in
my experience of people. I felt l was witness—
ing a quality of spirit l had been previously

unaware of." ‘
Jude Craveson is primarily concerned with human

existence and its effects on a less than supportivc
landscape. She searches for signs. for scratched marks.
for coded messages. for indications of a human prescncc
that givcs insight into past cultures and past lives. This
crcates a framework in which she can understand and
value her own position as a fibre artist in this country
and also establishes a much widcr connection to an
cmcrging art direction that is cross—cultural and cross~
disciplinary.

By working in an area demanding much rc~cva|ua—
tion and an understanding of the existing flexible
boundaries within fibre. .ludc has retained a scnsiti\ it}
to her materials and her processes while consolidating
llcr content. Thc grid format in which shc oftcn works is
one which can be brokcn and rcconstructcd. an ideal
structure for showing tension and conflict but also
order. The bcautifull) workcd and manipulated surfaccs
of hcr largc camas and papcr hangings bclic their true
mcanings as thc formal nature of their construction also
cxplorcs arcas ofclnolivc content, of intuition. and also
of personal symbolism. Thcsc works dcpcnd heavily on
cmlwilishmcnt. not as purc adormncnt but as a way of
cmpowcring mcaning. Thc la_vcring. lllc stratification.
thc obvious physicality of works such as '“l’ilgrim — Soul
'l‘crritory” whcrc transicnt matcrial such as paslc. dyc.
paper and wax ha\c bccn uscd. all suggest a journc} of
(lisco\‘cr\.

‘ . "wry“..gw 0‘ pg";- @112”;u g) I (-ll.. ,mmbisa-R in nu] 'i ""‘lmm"‘ A iIt‘ll w). " il‘m W H JUL”V ”lit" llclail from
Pilgrim Soul
'I'crrilory. I990.
b) ,llulc (irau'sou.
l'astc. dyc. silk.
papcr. wa\.
920x ”530mm

v. 'W-im 4......”
I 01q "will“: on fun ..H F _.,,,, 3.. Hum: [mm "mu, [0 ”to (:h... x”; , I

1, run! lull” ".Ilflr £10m uuuluou' an" lfl‘xa .‘ Int]: 5WM... "mm Agni , Manual: 01 unit mu): ..; . . mm



Below;
Neolithic Vessel, by

Hilary Kerrod,
(This piece was a

merit award winner
in the 1992

Norsewear Art
Award. See story

pages 18, 19)
Photo;

Howard Williams

This work draws not only from a traditional past,

but also seeks identification with spirituality, philoso—
phy, archeaology, anthropology and sociology. It is in

this realm of investigation that the work holds much
interest and meaning. Jude’s personal position is
established within this context and is a way of facing the
world and being involved with an area that provides her
and us with a sense of place.

By Carole Shepheard
In ecologically balanced societies, the distinction

between art and life was meaningless. For Hilary
Kerrod, this is probably still true. This Waiheke Island
clay artist saturates her work with the sacramental, the
metaphysical, while establishing an accessible visual
language giving glimpses into the past, into a matriarchal
lineage and into an area that has a pluralistic approach,
a diversity of expression and attitude.

Hilary’s work has the distinct “mark of the maker".
A rawness of execution well integrated with the powerful
direction of her research into Stone Age artefacts, the
Goddess, archetypal images and the way clay can be

used to “decode” and interpret the markings and signs
of past cultures. Ideas and content have always been the
driving passion for her work and while it may be useful
to have some prior knowledge when viewing this work, it
is also possible to respond to the exquisitely marked
surfaces that hold many layers of interest. They are
scratched, stained, erased, incised, layered, rubbed,
and imbued with a sense of attachment, of connection, of
presence. The works like “Neolithic Vessel” have all this
physical involvement and sensitivity but much, much
more. The form alone relates to the past, to early clay
receptacles, to containers that hold the spirit and the
essence of past people’s lives. Hilary’s concern with
rejecting the superficial, the inane and the cliche, has
allowed her to explore individual concerns with intelli—
gence and depth. There are not many clay artists in this
country prepared to work content alongside aesthetic
concerns especially in this personal and vulnerable way.

Only time will tell if these works, dragged from the
mud to be given form, articulated by the hands of Hilary
Kerrod, will eventually return to a buried state and lie
waiting for some scavenging human to unearth them,
retain them and display them. The stories that may arise
from this discovery of marked and coded fragments may
well become part of our culture and tell a less biased and
exclusive part of history.

By Judy Wilson Goode
Five years ago Di Firth was widely acclaimed for her

hirdhouses and letter—boxes which were, such a feature of
the. 1987 Artiturc exhibition. Her furniture construc—
tions showed the skills learned from an industrial Dcsigi'
coursc — the knowledge and understanding of balance
and stress as well as good design. The earlier skills
gained at Elam have more significance now, as although
a canvas doesn’t present enough texture for Di, her
present work has a strong sculptural clcment.

It is worthwhile noting that the efforts by our
galleries to providc a forum for the development of
artists is effective and appreciated. Thc challenge
offered by the Gun», Door, Lintcl exhibition at the
Fishcr Gallery in 1990 bccame important in forming new
directions for Di. Incorporated into the door she
designed for that show. wcrc elcmcnts of sculptural
carving and a goddess image which prcsidcd ovcr it. Now
a cogcnt series of goddesses. whcrc folk lore and mystical
thcmcs have a strong influence.»arc part of her present
work. Some goddesscs arc delicately carved and painted.
othcrs are made from ccralnic matcrials.

Moving into clay is also a ncw direction. L‘sing slab
work, her trays and tiles hear her distinctive mark with
their colour and bold designs. Lsing wax resists. glazes
and coloured slips. the surfaces are strongly textured.
The tiles are set in Inctal tables and look wonderful in a
garden setting. as did her earlier furniture.

Part of Diis professionalism is due to the high
standard of her support craftspcoplc. The furniture is
made by Bryan Heighton and her metal is the work of
Micky .-\llcn. Her present furniture pieces are a stunning:
series of corner cabinets using a variety of images and
techniques — inctalwork, wood, carving, goddess and

Top: Goddess Nut, by Dianna Firth, carved and
painted demolition kauri 350x200x80mm
Below; He Whare Taongu, by Dianna Firth, carved
demolition kauri with mother of pearl, palm and
butterfly inlay. Paint, gold leaf, silverleaf. copper.
800x4-50nnn

madonna images - it seems her ideas are endless
and her development progresses on many fronts.

Left, I’Iuul/Trunsplunl.
from A Garden of
Uneurllily Delights. by
Moyra l‘illiolt.
l‘holo; Howard Williams.

By Helen Schamroth
Taking exciting fresh directions is not just the prerogative of the

newly graduated. Moyra l‘illiott. who is well—known as the Adminis—
trator for the Fletcher Challenge Ceramics Exhibition, is also actively
dcvcloping a new series of sculptures called “Plant/Trans]ilanl 7 .r\
(iardcn of Uncarthly Delights". This work will be the starting point
for hcr when shc attends the proposed (llay Symposium in Wroclaw.
Poland latcr this year. although it is a considerable shift from the
work she exhibited at thc 5th lntcrnational rl‘ricnnial of (icramics in
Warsaw in I99l.

Her new work is visually about structured organic shapes with
strong outlines. the well—defined outlinc arising from considerable usc
of drawing in exploring her ideas. The defined profile. lhc liucar
aspcct. has bccn an important clcmcnt for much of hcr work since
making domestic ware. and Moyrais work has always been figurative
in one sense or another. Now thc cxaggcration of these aspccts. and
particularly the scale of thc clcmcnts makes for a potent statement.

The catalyst for these picccs was a trip to thc USA in 1990. where
the exuberance of the work she saw was inspirational, but lhc real
inspiration has come from Moyra's garden — leaves and buds devel—
oped to voluptuous three dimensions, supported on fragmcnlcd
vertebrae—like pedestals that refer to volcanic Mt Eden.

These generous, lush works have a depth and richness of colour
born of multiple firings, the variety of colour achieved by varying
slips, glazes and the thickness of their application, with astonishing
combinations of chromatic opposites appearing on a single surface.

Technically Moyra is stretching her limits. and the clay statement
is an integral part of her work. But equally important is the social
statement. her garden being a metaphor for the area in which she
lives, with its lively cultural mix. In her garden the strong Anglo—
Saxon streak is reflected in the cottage plants. jostling with native
plants and exotics.

These sculptures are a dynamic presence. crcct leaves taking on
monumentality as they celebrate the beauty and cyclical nature of life
in the garden. They are the survivors in the garden. L
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Wendy Toogood Pyramid 1981. Fabric construction;
wool. cotton. synthetics, silk. nylon. 150x200cm.

Touring to the Suter Art Gallery,
Wairarapa Arts Foundation,

Manawatu Art Gallery,
& Hawkes Bay Exhibition Centre

Brought to New Zealand by
Exhibltour

New Zealand's exhibition to<><>uring agency,
with the assistance of

Canadian Airlines International

An exhibition organised by the Ontario Crafts
Council and toured nationwide by Exhibitour

with the support of the
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From May 25, the work of over 100 fibre

artists from over 30 countries will be on show at
The Seventh International Triennale ofTapes—
try, to be held in Lodz, Poland. Three New
Zealanders will be represented there. Pat Bas—
kett interviewed Carole Shepheard and Mal—
colm Harrison in Auckland, while Adrienne
Rewi talked to Christchurch's Mark Lander.

THE AUCKLAND ARTISTS

By Pat Baskett
riginally a national exhibition, The Seventh Interna—
tional Triennale ofTapestry became international in
1975 and three years later changes were introduced to
the rules and classifications, allowing such a broad

interpretation of the work “tapestry" that it is now a misnomer.
The calalogue for the 1988 exhibition explained the ethos

behind the shows: “They are still essentially though not strictly
surveys of fibreworks... the common ground should be sought
elsewhere, for instance, in the sphere of imagination, especially
symbolic imagination implying thinking in terms of images. .."’

Below; A Code of Elegance, Transfer print on canvas,
3300x2040mm, by Carole Shepheard

POLISH TAPESTRY TRIENNALE

Even “flbreworks” appears too restrictive, given the
media of the three New Zealanders who were invited to
participate this year. Mark Lander is a Christchurch
papermaker and Aucklander Carole Shepheard works
variously as a printmaker, painter and, more rarely,
fibre artist. Malcolm Harrison is the only one who
consistently uses fabric.

In fact, says Carole, the sole parameters for the show
seem to be the scale of the work — a minimum of three
square metres.

Her contribution consists of 40 canvas panels of
about A3 size, some of which will have stitched edges,
others raw, which will be pinned directly onto the wall.
It is a complex work issuing from Carole’s “thinking in
terms of images77 and requiring a similar response.

Its terms of reference are socio—art historical. The
medium ~ canvas — allows Carole to explore print-making
techniques and express the satisfaction ink—saturated
surfaces give her. Each panel has a transfer print on it,
sealed with acrylic or shellac.

The work is called A Code o/iElegancc and belongs to
a series called Troubled Histories. Its centrepiece is a
near life—size. image of the Winged Victory ofSuniothru—
cc. Carole took a 7cm photo of the headless goddess and
progressively enlarged it in sections. When she, reached
the required size, she printed each photocopy onto the
canvas panels by dipping them in a solvent which
absorbed the ink of the print when passed through a
press.

What attracts her about this complex process is the
graphic decomposition the image progressively under—
goes. Originally clean lilies become, she says, beautiful
graphic marks.

It also allows her to work on the scale demanded by
the Lodz exhibition, and gives her a texture which is
more akin to etching in the way the ink is absorbed by
rather than lying on the surface as in screen prints or
lithographs.

Surrounding the goddess are panels with the repeat—
ed image of a romantic woman5s profile, her gaze looking
inward, or beyond the viewer, and panels with the
ornate frame of a mirror.

Carole says of the work: “Interpretation of classical
imagery takes little account of what the figure represent—
ed. But this was important to the people of Samothrace.
The goddess stood for power and victory but art histori—
ans talk about the sculptural qualities and the formal
aspects. There are a lot of sexual connotations here.

“I’m interested in establishing a new dialogue and a
different interpretation based on how my own position is
affected or altered by experiencing the work."

Malcolm Harrison is known as quiltmaker: his
medium is cloth and stitching provides much of the
surface texture but his works transcend their fibre
Origins. What does one call them?

Harrison has a laugh. When asked whatihe does he
often replies: “I’m a visual...” Like an interruped
cadence.

He did start off making quilts for beds, in a very
traditional, Victorian manner, but continuing to work in
fibre has meant he has had to get over the barrier that
exists in other people’s minds — that quiltmakers produce
things Laura Ashley would be proud of.

If you want to be realistic, he says with a humorous
snort, they’re stitched fabric collages, or, if you like, low
relief sculpture.

Suddenly he is serious: “I don’t feel overly pompous
in saying some of my works are very important as Visual
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art.

One of these is going to the Lodz 'l‘riennale. Called
Eclipse, it consists of two overlapping hemispherical
pieces, one dark and the other mostly white. The lighter
hemisphere overlaps the darker — contradicting what
happens in an eclipse. It reflects Ilarrison’s emergence
from NLE. which plagued him for most of two years.

The lighter hemisphere is an airy work with a
Polynesian feel about it. It has criss—crossing lilies like
the rigging of an outrigger canoe and blue shapes flitting
across like birds. Harrison says it is about sleep and
awakening. Each half has a figure crouched in a foetal,
protective posture. In the centre of the dark hemisphere
is a figure emerging from an Egyptian tomb.

Symbols are important to him, though he is amused
when they are misread by the overzealous.

Harrison‘s way of working is that of the creative
artist in any medium

“I hold an idea in my head and the images through
which the idea is realised are worked out as I go.

“I’ve drawn all my life, but now I (lonit draw out my
ideas first. I cut straight into the material — this keeps the
spontaneity going.’7

His sewing machine is a commercial one. The lengths
of backing cloth are rolled up and folded while the area
being worked on is fed under the needle. It’s heavy
work. The space, the size of a smallish living room,
doesn’t allow the larger works to be spread out — his first
Viewing of them is sometimes on a gallery wall.

Harrison has no fetishes about fabric; synthetic or
natural fibre is not important. It’s mostly colour he goes
for, buying metre lengths wherever he finds them. The
more off—beat come from remainder sales.

“I love parka nylon, fabrics that look hand—made but
aren’t, and the glitzy ones and the glazed chinzes. The
texture doesn’t matter because I can work 011 that.”

Rarely, a small piece of the fabric design is cut out
and appliqued 0n. Similarly, the Elizabethans embroi—
dered flowers which they cut out and appliqued on to
fabric. Harrison gets a buzz out of considering the long
tradition he’s part of, the greatest of whom he considers b
are the tapestry makers of the Middle Ages.
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on the facilities and
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MARK LANDER

By Adrienne Rewi
hristehurch artist Mark Lander sees the 7th
Triennial of Fibre and Tapestry at Lodz,
Poland as an opportunity to consolidate his
personal expression about being a New

Zealander, and in doing so he will call upon elements of
his last four years of work.

After what he describes as “four years of continual,
incredible, back—breaking experimental work with
handmade papers and natural clays, the Polish piece
will be a culmination.”

Lander has made 4-0 sheets of transparent handmade
flax paper, each 3 metres by 2 metres, in preparation for
the show and “with an armful of rope and tripped willow
and woven flax stretchers, he will arrive in Poland to
create an installation in his allotted 15 square metres.

Apart from some loosely formed ideas, Lander’s
concept will not be finalised until he sees the space. “I
always work toward the space itself and although it is a
little more risky, I can then make use of available light,
air movement and raw materials that are already there,”
he says.

He plans to make an installation using very large,
7 mobile sheets of handmade paper “that breathes with

the wind and draughts 0f the building”. 0n the ground
below, woven flax stretchers, which have been part of
his vocabulary for several years, will symbolise “the
earthy part of the installation”. He also plans to incor—
porate soils, stones and other elements of the Polish
landscape.

“The paper to me, represents the spirit — the free,
floating, alive part of us as human beings. The stretchers

symbolise pain and human suffering. Poland has had a
very sad and bloody history. A lot of IIitlerIs camps
were on Polish soil, so the stretehers will also symbolise
that.

“The willow itself is of European origin and has been
transplanted here, just as, as New Zealanders were
originally; so the stretchers can also be seen as the body,
as the indigenous part of us.”

The stretcher can also be seen as a pun on the
artist’s stretcher. Lander has “killed off" all the tradi—
tional and modern trappings of the artist’s studio and
has developed his expression using only natural materials.

“Getting rid of all the paraphernalia of art was like a
death of all the comfortable things, but it also liberated
me. Now I feel I can use the whole world,” he says.

And in Poland — his first international experience —
he is keen to create a piece of work that is “alive”; that
people can move and walk through; that they can
experience and enjoy.

“I haven”t resolved the concept fully - and it won’t be
until the day I put it up. I don’t like to think things out
too clearly. An installation is about using the space.
Nothing is finite. Who knows what I am going to find
there.

“I’ve been known to paint a whole show and then
throw it all away three days before the opening and start
again.

“For me it’s a process of harvesting, gathering,
thinking, making paper and clays and then “whoosh”,
suddenly it all goes up — it’s an explosive thing,” he
concludes.

It is clear though that Lander”s work will be very
much a Pacific expression. It is where he is most com—
fortable in his work.
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Below; Mrs Elizabeth Esteve-
Coll, pictured in the Dunedin
CCNZ Gallery with ceramics

by Gaynor Thacker, Mike
Searle and Paul Fisher.

Photo Otago Daily Times

GALLERY NEWS

CLAYFEAT

Clayteat began trading in early Decem-
ber, utter a two week setting-up period.

Situated in the heart of Auckland city, the
Countrywide Centre otters a classy, light,
open walkway tor pedestrians between Lorne
and Queen Streets.

V & A VISITOR
By Margery Blackman

Mrs Elizabeth Esteve»Coll, director at the
Victoria and Albert Museum, London, visited
the Otago Museum in Dunedin earlier this
year. She spent sometime in the gallery atthe
Dunedin Chapter ot the Cral'ts Council. This
torms a part at the Museum Shop. She was
mostenthusiasticaboutthe quality oithecratt
work which she saw there and made a

, number at purchases. Mrs Esteve-Coll is a
council member at the British Cratts Council.

The six members otthis co-operative have
turned their shop space into something quite
out ol the ordinary, benetiting themselves
and the public. About halt the space they
occupy consists ot a workshop area, com-
plete with a recently installed three phase
kiln. This unique operation enables the pot-
ters to produce work on site; the public can
watch and buy tinished products.

The potters involved are Brendan Adams,
Catharine Dawson, Philip Leake, Jel't Scholes,
Jeannie and Andrew van der Putten. With the
exception oi Philip, who works From home on
the North Share, the potters have their own

workshops and showrooms in the city area
too. Jett and Andrew are members ot the
Albany Village Pottery, and Catharine a
member oi Pots 0t Ponsonby.

All six potters produce brightly coloured
earthenware, in their own very personal
styles, giving Clayteat a very detinite identity
and sense at unity. The work has an uplifting,
positive teel echoing the energy at these
creators, who look beyond the depressed
late 805 with Fresh vigour in the 905.

Below:
Top; "l990 Jade Protect" Pounomu boulders tied
together by Dante Bonica.
Bottom, "Seaéjy/Stone" by Graham Bennett on the
Greymouth Fl wall,

GREYMOUTH ART GALLERY
The Greymouth Art Gallery otticially

opened during May. This is the tirst perma-
nent public art gallery on the West Coast.

To mark the opening, Graham Bennett's
sculpture Sea/Sky/Stonewas installed onthe
Greymouth Floodwall (the gallery building,
the tormer Bank ot New Zealand, is seen
reflected in the sculpture).

The gallery, named "The Lett Bank", has 3
exhibition spaces - one each tor paintings,
installations and cratt.

Part ot the celebration was a ceremony to
mark the completion at the ”I990 Jade
Project”. Two large pounamu boulders were
purchased and nine artists were invited to
collaborate in theircarving. In I990, the then ‘
Governor-General Sir Paul Reeves blessed
the stones. One stone travelled north to be
worked on by Paul Annear, John Edgar, Hepi i
Maxwell and Donn Salt.

The other stone remained in the South
Island to be carved by Russell Beck, Robyn
Barclay, Ian Boustridge , Brian Robinson and
Peter Tennant.

The stones were woven together by Danté
Bonica.

MASTER WORKS

Paul Mason - ”The Collection” - May I992
Paul Mason’s recent exhibition at Master

Works created a good deal at interestamong
collectors and public institutions. ”The Collec-
tion” was Paul’s historical collection at his
own work over titteen years. The work dem-
onstrated successive development in his us-
age ot wood, stone and metal - with a

wondertul variety ot exotic materials contrib-
uting to inlays and decoration. Size at pieces
ranged From small exquisite inlaid tablets
and discs - some at which may be worn as
jewellery - to large classical bowls, bronze
platters and stone vessels.

His most recent work - large bowls in
granite - have a monumental presence, their
ovoid Forms a strong reterence to ritual and
celebration. These pieces balance the smaller
meticulous work and show a current direc>
tion For the artist.

The range includes containers, inlaid pa-
perweights in wood, bracelets in lignum vitae
and stone - and his production pieces. These
comprise a selection at bronze and alumin-
ium paperweights and knives inlaid with
coloured marble and granite, and smaller
bronze platters and vases handsomely boxed
in cedar.

All in all it was a show to remember; a
Festival at Paul Mason's unique talents.

Below;
inlaid paperweight by Paul Mason.

THE VAULT GALLERY
By Judy Wilson Geode

The Vault Gallery opened in August
1991 in High St Auckland and Functions
both as a design gallery and a design
retail outlet.

Exhibitions are changed every seven
weeks and to date most at these have
been otdesign Furniture, with much oi the
work being done by students atthe School
at Architecture, Elam, or Carrington
Polytechnic Design School.

A collection at hats and sculpture by
Peter Brierley Millman is currently on
display.

Work by sociology PhD Nigel Clarke,
is a regular teature at the gallery and
currently torms a small tocus exhibition.
His quirky wooden ties provide ironic
comment on the Auckland suit brigade.
The idea was developed during the stock
market boom when buying another silk
lie was a symbol at the week’s success.

Though sculpturally ettective as wall
pieces, they can be worn normally, se-
cured around the neck with a leather
strap. Made From demolition timber, they
provide comment on art, Fashion and
home renovation, being shaped by the
same tools Nigel is currently using to
renovate his home.

Below;
Wooden tie by Nigel Clarke.

DESIGN GALLERY COLLIDES WITH RETAIL STORE
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CURRENTLY SHOWING FURNITURE BY PETER BRIERLEY MILLMAN

DISCOVER THE VAULT
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IN BRIEF

NGA PUNA WAIHANGA HUI

Maori Artists and Writers Conference.

‘ By Ray Heta

THE BUILDUP
Over the week prior to Queens Birthday,

artists, crattspeople and perFormers exhibit-
ed, worked on and pertormed in a build up
the the annual hui - held this year at Omaka
Marae in Blenheim.

Some 2030 visiting experts ioined local
craFtspeopIe and encouraged others to work
with them, watch them and learn From them.

Great interest was shown by local visitors in
all work, the intricate and delicate items at
weavers, stoneworkers, bone and wood
carvers, potters and painters. These artists
worked long hours into early morning, under
very trying weather conditions to leave be-
hind contemporary works From local mate-
rials.

Perhaps the centrepiece was the sculpting
ot a large Takaka marble block donated by
Canterbury Stone Co Ltd. This was trans-
Formed to depict Maui the inFant being re»
leased by his mother Taranga into the cover
at bull kelp. Winter weather didn't deter
Dave Hegglun, Clem Mellish and Dave Goo-
din From completing the iob.

Shaping, carving and Fine tuning a pahu
(log drum) by John Collins and Reg Thomp-
sett was a truly historic event. But even more
amazing to most was its Final shaping with an
argillite adze made From traditional methods
during the hui. Under the guidance 0F Dante
Bonica and assistant Mary Anne Turner,
many people tried this ancient craFt oF tIak»
ing, dressing and grinding stone tools.

Over the walls at the Kohanga Reo, Ross
Hemera and Diedre Gardiner constructed
and painted a vividly descriptive mural de-
picting some at the major exploits 0F Maui
Potiki.

FIorrie Berghan, Eva Andersen, Te Aue
Davis, Puti Rare, Eddie Maxwell, Mate Law-
less, Ruhia Oketopa and Reihana Parata led
a team at weavers working with harakeke
(Flax) neinei and kiekie. Their creations and
assistance to visiting locals will leave lasting
inFIuences.

Small clay treasures and a large clay
mural showing local happenings were creat-
ed under impossible conditions by Baye Rid-
dell and Wi Taepa.

From various sizes at whale vertebrae,
Brian FIintoFt, Bill McIntyre and others carved
and assembled a totem pole-like ”Pou Tini-
hanga a Maui”. '-

OF great interest, especially to schools
From Motueka, Nelson, Blenheim, Picton and
Kaikoura were the pertormances 0F Hirini
Melbourne, Apirana Taylor and Chocky
KeeFe, occasionally backed up by Richard
Nunns and traditional instruments. Both
teachers and pupils reacted with enthusiasm.

THE EVENT
On Friday, May 29, the actual Nga Puna

Waihanga Hui opened with the arrival at

Te Ariki Nui Te Ata | Rangi Kahu and her
Waikato entourage, plus delegates and par-
ticipants From all regions » some 600-700
members.

Saturday May 30 was set aside For dedi-
cations and unveilings ottaonga. These were
duly carried out by Dame Te Ata and her
reopu (group). The Minister in attendance
was Rua Anderson. Kaumata expounded
and displayed their taonga throughout the
day. The book ”Weaving A Kakahu", by
Digger Te Kanawa, was launched in the
wharenui later in the day (to be reviewed in
issue M at Craft NZ).

Music, drama, dancing (modern and not
so modern), plays and waiata were the order
at the day For Sunday May 3T .

Monday brought tears, laughter and sad-
ness at losing contact once more as the Poro-
poroaki ended a wondertul week ot work-
shops, exhibitions, perFormances and mana.

Far Ieit;
Above; Eddie Maxwell weaving.
Below; Diggeress Te Kanawa at the
launching oI her book.
Centre;
"Taraga", carved in Takaka marble,
Right;
Te Arikinui Te Ata I Rangi Kahu leading
her group onto Omaka Marae at the
beginning of the Hui.
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. MAKING MARKETING
\, PAY

A realistic approach to mar-
keting has been pivotal in the development at
the woodturning of Jenny Sears. Work as a
trade representative in Automotive Parts
hardened her to the push and shove ol sales.
Four years ago she moved trom Tauranga to
Hawkes Bay to set up The Craft Source at Te
Awanga in partnership with Shirley Boivin.
Shirley produced wood carving and Jenny
was reponsible tor marketing

Left; Jenny Sears.
Centre; Sue Cooke and
Rick Rudd.
Right; Ruth-Mary Beach.

A meeting with a woodturner motivated
herto buya lathe. With the demise at The Craft
Source she began turning seriously and
opened Turncrafi in Hastings during I99I.
Following an early preoccupation with dritt‘
wood and natural tree branches she has

moved to wood which has been windblown
or died naturally and now concentrates on
the enhancement of shape and grain.

She supplies outlets throughout the North
Island trom her workshop-studio, which is
situated in an old chicken hatchery tour
minutes trom central Hastings.

MANAWATU SHOW
Rick Rudd and Sue Cooke held a joint

exhibition at pottery and etchings at the
International Pacitic College earlierthis year.
The exhibition, sponsored jointly by IPC and
the Japan Society, resulted in purchases
destined tor Japan, Bermuda and Calitornia
as well as New Zealand. The college pur-
chased one at Rick Rudd’s pieces {or its
collection.

Vibrant Handknits

See our collection
of Designer
Handknits —
each one of

a kind

)ontact Sue
’hone and
:ax
O4) 388 1749

Sue Cooke, tormerlyiirom the South Island,
settled in Wonganui Following a period as
artist in residence there during I990-9I.

Rick Rudd, a leading New Zealand
potter tor the past two decades is known
tor his minimally glazed black raku work
which explores sculptural torms based
around the Mobius Strip.

THE BUSINESS OF CRAFT
By Judith Doyle

From Latin teacher to cratt business
woman has been a long but Fascinating
learning process tor Ruth-Mary Beach who
markets embroidery yarns, embroidery
kitsets, crewel ancI tapestry thread tram
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her home in Wellington’s Ohariu Valley.
Selling well now in Australia, Strand Natu-

ral Fibres will also be seen in dramatic lashion
in London’s Globe Theatre where they were
used to anchor the separate pieces worked by
kiwi embroiderers that made up the hangings.
Soon, Strand Natural Fibres will be available
here by direct selling which will take over as
the main marketing method.

The embroidery yarns are in I74 col-
ours. Samples otthe colours were created,
the recipes tor the dyes worked out, the
colours then developed and selected. The
Final shades retlect the sort ot colours that
you see in the New Zealand landscape.
Green has the widest variation ot tints.

The embroidery kitsets are increasingly
popular with tourists as they use New Zea-
land motits, are eminently packable and
reasonably prices. The kitsets produced trom
themes on the Globe hangings are providing
New Zealanders with vivid reminders ot the
generous gitt made by so many ot the coun-
try’s embroiderers.

Strand Natural Fibres grew From a tarmlet
operation atter Ruth-Mary Beach retired trom
teaching. She and her husband, Neville,
bought land in the valley I 7years ago where
they grazed 5O Coopworth sheep and 50
goats. They aimed to market an acceptable
mohair product For spinners - it was not a
popular yarn back then.

After success with the resulting lustrous
yarn For which they blended Coopworth
wool and mohair, they decided to tackle
crewel yarn which is much lighter. For this
they mixed the merinobased Corriedale
because it is tiner than Coopworth.

Later, they took this lighter yarn turther
and mixed kid mohair with wool tor a semi-
worsted yarn.

Strand Natural Fibres is a combined ettort.
Neville does the books For the business and
he also measures and mixes the ditterent
chemicals each morning tor the desired dye.

Then tibre and dye go into a large preserv-
ing pan on the kitchen stove, up to heat to
stabilise the colour and Ruth-Mary monitors
its slow boil tor one and a halt hours. It then
cools down overnight and is later rinsed in
rainwater and hung out on the line to dry.

FAIRFIELD FIBRE

New Zealand tibre artists are involved in
two torthcoming events in America. State-
ments, an annual exhibition opening in Port-
land Oregon will tour tor one year. The
Fairfield-Concord Fashion Parade teatures
invited artists tram 25 countries in a collec-
tion called International Diamond. Rotorua
quiltmaker Shari Cole has completed outtits
tor both.

”Frog Printses at Day and Night Forest"
was her response to the briet tor Statements;
to produce an ensemble using a package at
eight Fabrics tram the sponsor, P&B Textiles.

Garments tor the Fairfield-Concorcl event
must have impact tram the runway. The only
sponsor's stipulation was that Fairtield bat-
ting (quilt tiIIing) must be used with the artist’s
own materials in an outtit compact enough to
travel tor a year.

Cole’s ”Sunset at the Weaver-Wizards"
reters to the evolution ottraditional cratts with
changes in applications and materials and
works trom the principles ot Polynesian mat
and basket plaiting. The coat’s Niuean-style
horizontal plait in solid colours is stabilised
with tied tags and reverses to a complex
pattern otoverdyed prints. This is her second
time in the show.

Dana Pratt, trom Nelson, was also invited
to contribute a garment. ”Gitt ot the Sea
God” is based on a Maori legend. The
colours otthe hand painted silk are based on
the colours ot paua shell. The cape over one
shoulder is repesentative at a Maori cloak,
and the quilt and painted designs are based
on Maori ratter patterns. The garment is
made in separate sections, laced together
with rouleaux. Paua pieces are used tor
adornment.

The event, which opens at the Houston
QuiItFestival in November, will appear at I 5
venues in the USA. As well, its I2 month
season will take it all over the world. In the
previous I2 years at the show’s existence it
has appeared in many at the world’s major
capitals.

MEETING MIREK

By Peter Gibbs
What do a couple at dedicated salt glaze ‘

potters talk about when they meet at an
exhibition? Salt has a way at getting back ‘
into your veins, so Mirek Smisek and I had no
trouble in passing an hour one Sunday , .
morning in Wellington in April.

The venue was Turnbull House, where ‘
MirekwassharingashowwithpainterJeanne I
McCaskilI. The show had opened a couple at
days earlierwith Doreen Blumhardt pertorm-
ing the honours For her old triencl. Mirek’s I
partner Pamela Annsouth contided that she I
was a bit worried sales were going so well.
”II he’s becoming collectable maybe that -
means people don’t think he's going to last
Forever.” That Sunday, it looked to me as it he
would.

My Favourite pieces were the carved por-
celain, not just the salt glazed pieces which
Were a bitdryer surtaced than in the past, but
some at the more conventional glazes too.
Mirek's tavourites are the bowls with undu-
lating lines and altered rims. Atter several
years hethinks he’s beginning to getthe hang
Of them. For him they echoed the New Zea-
land landscape, bringing his surroundings
Irito his work.

Mirek's work has mellowed and sol‘tened
War the years. He’s happier now to take
Chances and have tun with the clay.

Above: Top; ”Gift of the Sea Gods " by Dana Pratt
{modelled by Blanche Pratt)
Centre; Dana Pratt painting the iabric tor the garment. j 17
Bottom; "Frog Printses", by Shari Cole.

Above; Pots tram Mirek Smisek '5 recent Wellington
exhibition



Above: Lett,‘ Vic Evans
and pupils from

Wakelield School.
Centre; "Fountains

Abbey", by Marjorie
Cattell (Dartielcl), winner

at the Wool Board
Award for the best article

in wool- $750
Right; ”Ride the Night

Winds”, by Ailie Snow
(Auckland), winner at the
NZSWWS Creative Fibre

Award - $300,
Lower; "Light", by

Gudde Moller (Hamilton),
winner of the Bayer

Colour Award - $750.
Photos; Peter Gibbs.

Below; Recentworlr by
Kahu Te Kanawa.

Photo courtesy Lopdell
Gallery.

The new art curriculum aims to‘ show chil-
dren thatart is a valid career option, and that
artists are real people too. A Film crew tram
Learning Media recently visited Nelson, Film-
ing classes irom nearby schools at the studios
at painter Venetia Hill and potter Vic Evans.

The resulting video will be distributed to all
schools. Not only teachers will benefit trom
seeing how practising artists deal with groups
at children. Their classes will also have the
opportunity to see the tilmand to realise that
artists are no ditherent irom the rest ot the
community.

Fibre artist Kahu Toi Mere Te Kanawa is
artist-in-residence at Auckland's Carrington
Polytechnic until the end of the year. Her
recent exhibition He Taonga Tuku lho (The
Inheritance) took place at the Lopdell Gallery
during May. While exhibiting her own work,

Kahu acknowl-
edged her teachers
byincluding articles
by them in the exhi-
bition.

These include her
grandmother,
Dame Rangimarie
Hetet, and her
mother Digger Te
Kanawa. During the
show, Kahu dem-
onstrated the tech-
niques through

O‘PDELL GALLERY

'Xhibitions of contemporcuy art & craft art

Lopdell House Craftsbop

fine new zealand craft

PDELL HOUSE, CNR TITIRANGIL& e TITIRANGI RDS,
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which muka Hax is stripped, beaten and
turned into Fibre.

Following her residence at Carrington,
she will travel to the South Pacific Festival of
the Arts in Rarotonga.

The New Zealand Spinning, Weaving
and Woolcratts Society held their annual
gathering in Nelson at the end at March.
Textile Talents attracted hundreds of Fibre
enthusiasts From all over the country.

For the First time, the associated exhibition
was held in a public gallery and extended
beyond the weekend activities in a two week

season at the Suter Art Gallery.
Long time president Margaret Stove

stood down over the weekend. Her suc-
cessor is Aucklander Jay Venables.

Northland crattspeople took two at the
three prizes at the i992 Norsewear Art
Award. The annual show, at the Civic
Theatre in Waipukurau is one at the Few
rural based exhibitions to successfully
match those inthe main population centres.

Peter Alger From Whangarei won the
$2500 pottery award with ElementalBowl,
a rugged, simple form, showing the char-
acter ot the clay and tiring process.

Fibre section judge Ruth Lorentz, trom
Havelock North, selected Jazz Scene, by
Kaitaia artist Vanessa O'Neill tor the award
in this section, also $2500. She also gave
merit awards to Jeanette Green, Auckland;
Louise Ludlow, Napier; and Diana Parkes,
Lower Hutt.

Although no directives on style or content
are given to the iudges, the organisers insist
on restricting the number of acceptances tor
the show in order to present a good exhibi»
tion in the available space.

Forthe pottery iudge, CraFtNZeditor Peter
Gibbs, it was no simple task culling many
high quality entries. But in the end it was
worth it to see the uniformly excellent quality
of the Show.

Merit awards in this section went to Chris-
tine Black, Wanganui; John Crawtord,
Ngakawau (Westport); and Hilary Kerrod,
Auckland (Hilary Kerrod is Featured on page
6 at this issue).

An interesting aspect otthis group was the
equal division between long established pot-
ters Peter Alger and John Crawford, and
new graduates Christine Black (Wanganui
Polytechnic) and Hilary Kerrod (Carrington
Polytechnic).

CraFts Council President John Scott select-
ed the painting section. Dunedin painter
Lindsay Crooks took the $2500 prize with St
Clair Beach. Christine Bell-Pearson, Nelson
(Past) ; Kalvin Collins, Auckland (We spend
more time analysing the cover than what's
inside); and Gregory Sims, Hastings (To-
moana: This Sky Rubs the Earth) were given
merit awards.

In coniunction with the awards is the artist-
in-residence exchange between the
Norsewear Art Award and the Fresno Art
Museum. Auckland artist Jenny Dolezel will
complete her one month residency with an
exhibition in the Fresno Art Museum.

James H. Shepard and Suzanne Sloan
L Lewis will work in clay and paint in Hawkes
3 Bay tram June.

Norsewear has contirmed its ongoing
support For the awards and will increase its
contribution tram $7500 to $10,000 by
1994. The Central Hawkes Bay DistrictCouncil
is also a major supporter ot the award,
contributing $3750 this year.

Award winners lrom the Norsewear Art award;
From top lelt, clockwise;

Jeanette Green, "Earth Cloak".
Vanessa O'Neill, "Jazz Scene" lWinner Wool & Fibre

Section).
John Crawford, "Green Goddess".

Peter Alger, "Eiemental Bowl" (Winner Pottery section),
Diana Parkes, "Winter Shawl Series ",

Louise Ludlow, "My Summer of Moonlight Dancing”.
Christine Black, "Ceramic Pillow".

Photos; Howard Williams.
NB: The other merit award winner in the Pottery Section ,

"Neolithic Vessel", by Hilary Kerrod, is pictured on page 6.



Above; Reshaping the
image ol Whongorei.
Photo by Kelly Turlrey

Below; ”Jewelry Roll”, by
Pip 0 Davies, tutor at the
em roiderers conterence.

Right day and night
photos at the volcano kiln

at the NZ Society ol
Potters convention.

Photos; Peter Gibbs and
Dawn Glynn.

1 reFIect a strong NorthIand inFIuence. The
1 tinal visual consisted at several Maori

STUDENT PROJECT
Photography students at Northland Poly-

technic are required to submita photograph
to a magazine oi interest as part at their
course requirements.

Kelly Turirey chose Craft New Zealand,
and sent this photo (above) 0F local artist
Richard CoIdicutt working on a mural on one
at the gateways to the city. Coldicutt was the
tutor For this community proiect, undertaken
by I I students.

Kelly says: ”Because this mural is under
constant public scrutiny, the theme had to

motiis, the richness oithe countryside and
Finally the breathtaking coasts.

”The photograph I have included is oF
Richard CoIdicuttwith much emphasis on
the muraI’s size. I decided that the angle
was appropriate to convey Richard’s ex-
perience in this Field by the way he looms
above the pedestrians.”

EMBROIDERERS EVENTS
The Canterbury Embroiderers' Guild host-

ed a number at national and international
events at the beginning at July.

The conterence oi the Association at NZ
Embroiders is the Focus For a series oF work-
shops led by local and overseas tutors and
iive exhibitions dotted around Christchurch.

Threadworks, at the Robert McDougaII Art
Gallery runs From June 24 to July 26. 37
works From NZ and 28 From overseas have
been selected For the show.

Embroiderers Guild members will teature
in Celebrating Stitch at the CSA Gallery. At
Cave RockGaIIery, Small is Beautifulwill Focus

‘ on miniature textiles. Young embroiderers
have their work on show at the Merivale Mall
in Needlework-Needleplay, and the Globe
Theatre Hangings are on display at the Can-
terbury Museum.

Workshop topics atthe conterence include
Costume Decoration (Anne Baker, Sydney),
Japanese Silk Embroidery (Mary-Dick Dig-
ges and Dolly Fehd (Atlanta, USA), Sculptur-

t al Forms (Sandra Hellernan and Philippa .
Steel, Wellington)Rich and Exotic Canvas
Embroidery (Ettie Mitrotanis, Sydney) and
Mountmellick Embroidery (Judith Ross,
Christchurch).

CONE CLAY
Cone City Clay was the conierence staged

For the NZ Society at Potters by Auckland
potters over Queens Birthday weekend. The
cones at the title were a double word play on
the small pyrometric cones used by potters to
measure temperature and the much larger

‘ volcanic cones dotting the Auckland land-
scape. An imitation at the most Famous at
those cones was constructed as a kiln under
the guidance oi Peter Lange and tired during
the weekend. Inside were a number at pieces
by Bronwynne Cornish which Formed an
installation during the Final days at the con
vention.

Many Auckland potters gave presenta-
tions at their work and discussed topical
issues. Demonstrators included Fletcher

, Challenge Ceramics Award iudge Akio
Takamari and the winner at the award Lara
Scobie 0F Scotland.

The National Exhibition at NZ Society oi
Potters members opened during the conven-
tion at Master Works Gallery in ParneII.The
Fletcher Challenge exhibition opened the
previous night. Both exhibitions are reviewed
in this issue oi CraFt NZ.

REVIEWS

NZ SOCIETY OF PO'ITERS
Reviewed by Julie Warren

In a departure trom tradition, the 34th
National Exhibition at the New Zealand
Society at Potters was held in a private
Auckland gallery, Master Works, at Parnell.
The 83 piece show was tightly selected by
potters Meg Latham and Rosemarie McClay,
and gallery owner Sara Sadd.

The work was displayed in the back gal-
lery. Given more room, the pots would have
had the chance to make stronger individual
statements and IeFt viewers with the opportu~
nity to see them Irom all angles.

This exhibition held tew surprises, but
reaFtirmed the continuing progression oi ce-
ramics in New Zealand. Little domesticware
was shown; not much was oFIered tor selec»
tion. Traditionally New Zealanders have been
great producers oi Functional work. Why
wasn’t that reIIected in this show? Is it be-
cause pot'ters now believe that only ”art”
pieces will be selected For exhibition, or is it
iust that there is nota Iot oi really high quality
domesticware being produced any more? Is
there less need, or opportunity, to sell vast
quantities oi useable pots, or is the genera»
tion at potters which Flourished in the I9705
looking For new challenges and directions in
the W905?

The show was held at the same time as the
international Fletcher Challenge Ceramics
Award. Bound to invite comparisons, each
exhibition must ultimately be judged alone.
The Fletcher Challenge otters a world vision,
on excitement which comes From new expo-
sures to ways 0F dealing with Familiar mate-
rials. The New Zealand showgenerally lacked
that element at surprise, or shock. Perhaps it
didn’t stun the senses, but itwas nevertheless
a strong, cohesive statement at the work
currently being produced in New Zealand.

A cursory glance revealed little untamiliar
work. A close inspection showed the subtle
changes evolving in individual works - vari-
ations on trusted themes, new ways at en-
hancing the surtaces, 0F stretching the
boundaries with new materials.

Mayra Elliott was one at the Iew to have
moved in a diFIerent direction. She showed
tor the iirsttime her garden series with lichen-
Iike glazes and bold, stylized plant Forms. It
was a response to her environment, her
”knee~ierk reaction” to what was going on
Ground her.

Well executed pots with a strong element
OI design abounded. Many also satisfied on
On emotional level. PeterAIger’s box was one

duce and Fire it, it stood out as a powertul
) piece, simple but substantial. Not relying on

applied decoration, the work seems to at-
tract, almost it seems, by sheer torce ot ,

I basalt, with the roughpersonality.
New Zealand’s longest serving studio pot-

ter, Ian Firth continues to make work which
seems to be the productolan endlessly Fertile
imagination. His teapot Forms are loose and
lively, the glaze tresh and appealing, a
delight. Long may he continue to be an
inspiration.

Exhibitions stimulate, surprise, puzzle and
disturb; they may strengthen our prejudices,

i bolster our egos, or touch our hearts. The
i 34th National Exhibition at the New Zealand

Society at Potters could well have evoked all
these responses.

EARTH, FIRE AND LIGHT

CAST GLASS SCULPTURE BY COLIN REID
Auckland Museum April I992
Reviewed by Peter Viesnik

First impressions are powerluI, and even
though Familiarwith Colin Reid’swork through
personal contactwith him during his year as
artist in residence at Carrington Polytechnic,
when I walked into the Auckland Museum’s
exhibition hall I was stunned by the power
and beauty at the sculptural Iorms arrayed
betore me.

The presentation otonly ten pieces in eight
cases in a large haII provided a dramatic
sight, an almost Zen like setting and a rare
opportunity to study the individual Forms and
textures at each piece in detail.

Precise geometrical angles contrasted with
. curves and circles, tlowing and pitted suriaces

next to smooth and polished Facets acted as
windows to swirling veils and entrapped air
bubbles within. One at the many aspects oi
glass is its ability to portray arrested move-
mentand Reid captures this aspect uniquely.

Another impressive Feature at this array oi
cast glass is the richness and boldness oi
colour, deep cobalt blues, glowing yellows
and oranges contrasted with the clarity oi the
transparent and polished surtaces oi the
clear glass and with the white matt textures oi

SUCh pot. Using age-old techniques to pro- l the tinely sandblasted surlaces.

1 also explores an inter-

, the translucentglass. The

f mysterious depths at a

In this exhibition Reid

play ot the contrasting
materials at glass and

black surtaces oI the ba-
salt titting tightly against
the velvety smoothness 0t

basalt texture and colour
is duplicated in glass in
some oi the pieces, the
edges at which show the
sand moulds From which
they have been cast.

A piece I Felt particu-
larly drawn to was Cat.8
with its precise angled
suriaces. It spoke at the

lake. A dark and impen-
etrable base murk rising
upwards to subtle green,
organic weed-like sub-
stances blending in to a
rising brilliant transpar-
ent clarity with veiled en-
cased bubbles. ThewhoIe
pieceappeared to becIeFt
down the centre like an
underground chasm.

Another exhibit I admired was Cat.IO a
. deceptively simple and stark cross Form. It ‘
, was composed by contrasting transparent ‘

polished and opaque sections atits base,and
these were transiormed as they rose into a
dark blue upper section peaking into rich
edible looking tips.

The New Zealand inIIuence is very notice-
able in Cat.5 which clearly presents the karu
symbol, and there is extensive use oi our
indigenous basalt rock. Reid himselt ac—
knowledges the Pacitic iniluence in his work,
symbols, designs and materials.

Technical wizardry is demonstrated in the
large circle with sandwiched alternating lay-
ers oF clear and blue glass clamped tightly

‘ together as in a vice, whilst an arch like term
at green, black and clear glass reminds the
viewer oi Cathedral Gap near the Poor
Knights island group, even though it is dated
betore the artist’s arrival in New Zealand.

Above; From the National
Exhibition at the New Zealand
Society of Potters.
Leit, "Moamoo Uprising”,
by Peter Alger.
Top, "An Abundance ol
Golden Apples ”,
by Louise Rive
Bottom, "Porcelain Teapot"
by Ian Firth.
Photos; Howard Williams.



left; Cast glass by Colin Reid. Photos; courtesy Exhibito_ur

The Forms are created using a lost wax
casting technique. Each piece is worked out
First as a model in plaster or wax, a rubber
mould is then made From the plaster model
and a wax duplicate is Formed From the
rubber mould. The duplicate is encased in a
high Firing reFractory mould mix and the wax
steamed out. High quality glass blocks, or
crushed glass and ceramic under-glazes to
colourthe glass are strategically placed in the
retractory mould, which is then tired to 850-
900°C and annealed For two to seven days.

My contacts with Colin Reid whilst resident
at Carrington Polytechnic were a real pleas-
ure. A quiet, modestand charming man with
great patience, which was particularly no-
ticeable during a casting workshop I attend-
ed. To my greatalarm atone point one ot my
casting moulds sprang a leak, gushing wet
plaster mix over the Floor, Just at that moment
Colin walked past and, calmly noting his
workshop Floor being soiled, merely smiled
and strolled on.

His period oF residency is having an ongo-
ing eFFect on the work at the students, which
is observable in works shown at the open
days and other venues.

FLETCHER CHALLENGE
CERAMICS AWARD

Reviewed by Marie Nicholls
The Fletcher Challenge Ceramics Award

has For I 6 years given the public the oppor-
tunity to view not only the best at New
Zealand ceramics but also international ce-
ramic work usually only seen on the pages oF
glossy publications. The I 992 award contin-
ued that tradition at excellence.

The introduction 0F slide selection has meant
the largest number ot entries so Far with 6115
pieces From 38 countries being submitted.
Judge Akio Takamori selected I 82 pieces For
the show. The slide selection process seems to
have been successFuI in giving us the most

diverse show we have seen with an

FISHER GALLERY

CONTINUALLY CHANGING
EXHIBITIONS OF FINE

NEW ZEALAND CRAFT AND ART.

13 REEVES RD, PO BOX 51222, PAKURANGA, PH 09 576 9999

increase not only in the calibre ot the
oversas entries but also an increase in
scale.

The combination 0F Fletcher Chal-
Ienge’s generous sponsorship, the vi-
sion 0F award administrator Moyra
Elliott and the dedication ot the Auck-
land Studio Potters deserve awards oF
their own. The Auckland War Memori-
al Museum who provided the exhibi-
tion space and the dramatic exhibition
design should also be commended.

Also deserving an award is photog-
rapher Haru Sameshima whose won-

dertul photographs bring the work to IiFe in
the catalogue and provide an historical rel»
erence For the Future.

The design at the show this year was
somewhat unusual. The use at Egyptian in-
spired ziggurat shaped cubes at various
heights arranged in aisles made viewing a
ioy, even with the large crowds presenton the
opening weekend. FiFteen thousand viewers
were expected during the show’s season.

This year there were ten Merit Cen‘iFicates,
Five Awards 0F Merit ($1000 each) and the
$10,000 Premier award.

The Merit CertiFicate winners came From
countries as diverse as Denmark, The Neth-
erlands and Japan. Auckland potter Matt
McLean was one at the recipients with a large
interlocking terracotta sculpture. On the var-
ious planes oFthework were subtle earthy slip
colours; 0 piece more suited to an outdoor
environmentthan the sophisticated surrounds
oF this year’s show.

OF the other Merit Certilicate winners,
Karen Karnes' (USA) ”Winged Vessel” was .
strangely compelling with a restrained sur-
Face 0F greenish golden brown, sensuous
opening and beak»like wings; a piece to
contemplate.

The Merit Award winners' work Focused
on the sculptural possibilities oF clay. Vilma
Villaverde’s (Argentina) ”El Juguete”, a wall
piece, had the Feel oFa surreal iigsaw puzzle.
Christine Thacker’s (New Zealand) ”Some
Southern Tree”, with its subtle use oF colour
and surFace treatment, showed a conFident
handling oF clay. This piece has a vitality, 0
Feeling 0F growth.

ThewinneroF the $ 1 0,000 Premier Award
was Lara Scobie From Edinburgh, a recentart
school graduate. The work was chosen by
Akio Takamori For its Freshness and energy.
Scobie’s handbuilt entry had a timeless pres-
ence, 0 Feeling 0F antiquity. Subtle use 0F
oxides and textures added to the complete.
ness oi the piece.

OF the other work shown itwas the domes-
tic ware that had some wonderFul surprises.
Ross Mitchell-Anyon's (New Zealand)
”Cooking Pot” had a quiet simplicity. Jane
Hamlyn’s (England) llGrand Casserole” with
its luscious saltglazed surFace iust begged to
be used. Renton Murray's (New Zealand)
”Beaten Salt Glazed Jar” and Phil Rogers'
(Wales) ”Salt Glazed Stoneware Teapot”
had the qualities essential to Functional pot—
tery - accessability and pure tactile and visual
pleasure.

As the Fletcher Challenge Award goes
From strength to strength the ceramics shown .
continue to provide New Zealand potters .
with a chance to measure their pots with the 1
best From overseas. Perhaps with this stimu-
lotion and the competitive nature 0F New
Zealanders, we might see an increase in the
number oF award winners coming From New
Zealand in the Future.

VVHO ARE JACK AND JILL
. tNYWAY?

Reviewed by Peter Gibbs
The state’s role as a patron For the arts may

inadvertantly be met by the use oF public
money to employtutors atour Design Depart-
ments and Schools at Art. That's not to say
that staFF are provided with a lot at time to
work on original ideas, butthe opportunityto
collaborate, discuss, and develop protes-
sionally can result in some powerFul work.

Who are Jack and Jill Anyway? was an
exhibition at the Suter Gallery at the work oF
eight tutors From the Nelson Polytechnic CraFt
Design Department. I

Ronette Pickering said in her statement:
”The work in this exhibition is in memory at
my Father Warrant OFFicer Ronald Cunnold-
Cook. His greatest worry in leaving New
Zealand was that he would be Forgotten ancl
thathewould leave nothing othimsellbehind.
Well he left me, Ronette. Although I never
knew him, I Felt his inFIuence and I will never
Forget him.

”This work is a memorial to all those who
IeFt 40 years ago and never returned.”

Her work, From dyed, painted, tapa cloth
used photographs and clippings in a delicate
salute to the past. The ethereal nature ot the
cylinders, which constantly moved in the Faint
air currents through the gallery, gave a
Feeling ot spirits and ot the Fragile nature 0F
memories which cannot be pinned down.

Megan HuFFadine used thewords oFSusan
GriFFin From Women and Nature: ”We are
dark like the soil and wild like animals." Her
Female Forms, ”...reFIect truths about the
nature oF being Female which have been used
as a basis For the persecution ot women over
the centuries...” Although she is not speciFic
about what those truths are, one is IeI‘t with

‘ the Feeling that iFthey are positive and strong,
perceived masculine attributes, then they are
likely to be seen as a threat.

”Female Masks” continue the theme. The
notion is that the wearer ot the mask ”...be-
comes and is the being ot the mask...” The
wearer in this case would then take on those
positive Female attributes, ”...reclaiming 0F
Female Forces, at ourselves.”

Vicki Mathison showed her strongestwork
yet. it's as it she has moved out From the
shadow oF previous intluences and is more
conFident oF herselF and what she is express-
ing through these works compared to the
more Fragile, tentatively pasteled airbrushed
Forms at the past. She shares the preoccupa-
tion with spiritual matters at the past, stating
only: 1'These pieces are about Glaciers, Eq-
Uus, Boundary Stones and temples."

Others in the show have equally weighty
concerns. Errol Shaw deals with abstract art
reFerring to other abstract artists using delib-
erately limiting restrictions in colour and
technique. Gavin Hitchings creates small

sculptural pieces which take Further the col-
laboration with Graham Bennett on Nelson's
Boulder Bank. Design tutor Nick Channon
uses Cibachrome prints, establishing a re-
source ot images and reterences, many at
which relate again to the Graham Bennett
collaboration which had such an inFIuence
during and Following Bennett’s residency in
Nelson.

Rose GriFFin’s introverted works reter to
her ”...personal history 0F domestic sewing ;
to acknowledging the tangata whenua; to the
holistic nature oF concepts which are inter-
preted according to the culture and context at
the user.”

It was retreshing to see the playfulness in
the )ewellery oF Ray Mitchell. His statement
made clear that he wanted to appeal to the
average kiwi joker and iokeress using inven-
tiveness and improvisation. His nonrprecious
exuberance was a welcome end to a show
which was immensely impressive, but oh, so
serious.

Above; From the Fletcher Challenge Award, 1992.
Lelt; Christine Thacher, NZ, "Some Southem Tree". Top;
Vilma Villaverde, Argentina, "El Juguete". Bottom; taro
Scobie, Scotland, " Hand-built Stoneware Vessels".
Photos; Haru Sameshima,

Below; From "Who Are Jack & Jill Anyway".
Lelt; Megan Hutlodine "Female Mask". Top; Ray Mitchell, two brooches,

Coconut shell, stirling siolver and Polyester resin. Bottom; Ronette
Pickering, "Establishing a Relationship". Photos; Peter Gibbs.



Above ,‘ leather and
mixed media sculpture by

tan White, Australia.
Photo, David Russell,

Right;
Top; cost glass by Ann

Robinson.
Bottom, ceramic work by

Brian Gartsicle.
Photos; Peter Gibbs.

NEW ZEALAND
CONTEMPORARY LEATHER
Reviewed by Sally J. Cantwell

The water borne vessel has a number of
interesting reference points throughout histo-
ry. Itevokes the notion ofexploration and the
discovery ofdistantlands. The protective role
of the biblical Ark has been a recurring
theme, as has the importance of the waka
within Maori history and mythology. There is
also a certain romanticism associated with
wind driven vessels. To be part of the marine
landscape is an exhilarating experience but
there is always a sense of exposure and
vulnerability. Ian White, a guest exhibitor in
the Crafts Council's recent Contemporary
Leather exhibition, used the vessel both as
form and meaning in his three mixed media
sculptures. [mpressively displayed theseworks
explored the vessel as a metaphor for human
consciousness. Constructed in three different
sizes each form was primarily a ”hull" made
of leather. Although varying in degree the
forms were enclosed. This was perhaps a
reference to their role as the carriers of things
that are hidden, intangible even sacred. The
smallest of the three most strongly empha-
sized this with a tear drop shaped opening
covered over with a small relief design. This
design consisted ofa fabric layer upon which
was placed a cross shape covered in ob-
scured text and held in place by string. In
combining the cross (symbolic of belief and
ritual), text (symbolic of interpretation and ‘
knowledge) and vessel, White has been able
to make a succinct and subtle point. White,
a prominent Australian leather artist, was
invited to participate in this otherwise New
Zealand exhibition of contemporary leather
work. The show was a joint commemoration
of the Association of New Zealand Leather-
workers’ first decade and the Second Na-
tional ANZL Conference. Thirteen other
artists were invited to submit work for selec-
tion. It was therefore a relatively small
number of works which represented the di-
versity of current leather practice. This in-
cluded traditional containers such as boxes
and bowls, abstract sculptural pieces and
bodyadornment. Artists such asTim Meagh-
er showed an interest in the decorative treat-
ment of the surface. Using a conventional
box form which he manipulated to produce

irregularly shaped lids
Meagher’s bold and
graphic use of colour was
an effective contrast
against the dark leather.
Dave Russell’s leather
boxes also had decorative
lids which were more
painterly and reflected a
concern for the environ-
mental protection of the
Pacific region. The use of
leather to explore the hu-
man form was seen in work
by Janis McKenzie and
Donald Paterson. McKen-
zie's ”Child of Poseidon”
placed a human head with
a textured head dress as if
it were metamorphosing
into the tree stump that it
sits on. Leather as flesh as
bark suggests an interest
in altered states. Other
artists concentrated on
forms derived from do-
mestic objects. Grant
Finch’s ”Rock bowl” was
an attractive, free flowing
piece which like the previ-
ous example simulated
another material. In
Finch's case the effects of
texture and colour were
strongly reminiscentoftimber. John D. Craig’s
containers harked backto early English leather
work which he has a strong interest in. The
small containers by Marie Potter and Marion
Chasteau were influenced by other cultures.
Potter’s dainty ”Tribal Pots” were secured at
the neck with decorative ties made of painted
toothpicks, thread, beads and feathers. The
final comment returns to tan White’s theme of
the sacred vessel/containeralso seen in Cha-
steau's ”Dilly Bags”. These were inspired by
the ”dhilla” worn by Australian Aborigines
during the dreamtime and which held sacred
objects. Decorated with plaited ties, beads
and pierced copper pieces these works go
beyond adornment and suggest a wider role
of protection.

(Further photographs from this exhibition
will appear in Craft NZ issue 4 i )

EXPO TREASURES

Reviewed by Helen Schamroth
Last year twelve ceramic artists and glass

artist Ann Robinson were commissioned by
James Mack, formerly of the National Muse-
um, to produce work for Expo in Seville.

For those of us in Auckland unlikely tb get
to Seville there was an opportunityto see very
similar work at Master Works Gallery. Al-
though there were fewer pieces on show, and
two of the exhibitors chose not to be part of
this exhibition, viewers were able to appreci-
ate the flavour of the Expo work.

Any choice of artists must inevitably be Ct
personal one, and to Mack’s credit he did
present a diversity of approaches, with some
unexpected links between works, in particu-
lar the similarity of form of Len Castle’s ‘

volcanic crater bowls and Paerau Corneal's
delicately marked Wakahuia supported on
twin wooden pedestals.

A significant requirement was to reflect
something of this country: in geography,
geology, fresh air, green paradise and a
Unique culture, with the emphasis here on
Pakeha culture. James made specific re-
quests of exhibitors, which is what differen-
tiated this work from most other exhibition
situations.

Working to a commissioned brief that
included working larger than ever for some,
proved to be a challenge to which most
exhibitors responded well, and for some,
acted as a catalyst for exploring new work.

Ann Robinson continued heridevelopment
of cast glass with pieces that thrilled by their
ambitious size, magical translucence and
intensity of colour, in particular a striking
Nikau Vase with a dynamic ridged pedestal
and the most glorious greens of the bush.

All was not just bigger and bolder, al-
though that seemed to be the case with a
massive, voluminous pot by Barry Brickell.
Julia van Helden created rock-like Fragments,
Coastal Forms, unlike any work I have seen
of hers before. Close scrutiny of seemingly
random markings on the surface revealed
sgraffito figures, the imprint of humanity
captured like fossils on the surface. The
sensitivity and subtlety of this work gave the
exhibition a dimension beyond the merely
dramatic and eye-catching.

Richard Parker played it both ways. His
familiar coiled pots, covered in white slip and
playful dancing red and green markings,
were larger than ever, gaining stature by
scale but losing an element of spontaneity.
The newer work was the group of wall tiles,
the fi rst of which were recently seen at Lopdell
House. These tiles may have been inspired
bytheirSponish destination,ortheuniversal-
ity of their motif, but they also captured the
essence of Richard's way of working. They
were like the tops of his pots, energetic,
expressing the plasticity ofclay and the mark
of his hand, consistentwith his way ofworking
yet refreshingly innovative and well resolved.

Robyn Stewart also moved into new terri-
tory showing a very large bowl with a con-
structed interior. The earthy brown surfaces
seemed to refer to the excavated landscape,
0nd the only weakness was the contrived

Point of connection of the layered textured
elements, which needed further resolution.

Humour in the Master Works exhibition
W05 provided by Steve Fullmer's impudent
lUCItara and Christine Boswijk’s small quirky
Xenoliths. The latter, supported on metal
lrlPOds were like small demons with jaunty
h0rns piercing their hot brims. Both artists
WOrked with a lighttouch, notable in several
Other works, which was one of the most
Satisfying qualities ofan impressive, substan-
liCll exhibition that expressed the delight of
CleSign in large doses.

THE ART OF THE GOLDSMITH
- ROBERT BAINES
Reviewed by Peter Woods

Many New Zealanders are being given
the opportunity of viewing this collection of
jewellery and holloware by Melbourne jew-
eller, tutor and historian, Robert Baines.

Exhibito_ur, a subsidiary of the Museum
Directors' Federation, and the OE“ Arts
Council, have provided an itinerary covering
the country including Timaru, Christchurch,
Nelson, Wellington, Masterton, Napier and
Auckland venues.

iBaines' contribution to contemporary jew-
ellery comes from his interpretation of the
role of the goldsmith today. This vision is
based on his examination of the earliest
recorded usage of metals for making objects
of personal adornment. Motivated by his
own spirituality and depth of feeling, Baines
has immersed himself in 4000 years of gold-
smithing history. He has travelled and stud-
ied widely throughout the world researching
archaeological works and ancient practices.

In t 989 Robert Baines took up the position
ofArtist in Residence at Waikato Polytechnic.
Several jewellery works and three holloware
objects in The Artofthe Goldsmith exhibition
were made at this time.

Apart from the use of bone in some jewel-
lery works, the New Zealand made pieces do
not contain any different visual information
from the Australian made objects.

Bone isthe only non-metallic material used
in the entire exhibition, and the manner in
which it is worked does little to serve as a
comment on the works’ geographical origin.

Whereas Baines' knowledge of metallur-
gy and the use of precious metals is pro-
found, his use of bone istokenism in a country
where past and present working of this ma-
terial is so inspired.

In all other respects the exhibition offers a
visual synthesisofancientand modern themes,
propounded as an international viewpoint.
This approach stands in stark contrast to the
majority of New Zealand contemporary jew-
ellery.

The T 988 exhibition Stone, Bone andShe/l
- New Jewellery, exemplified New Zealand
jewellers’ concern with identity, on both a
social and environmental level. The Baines
exhibition therefore has an air of remoteness
when viewed in the personal and lively at-
mosphere of jewellery in New Zealand.

Baines displays consummate skill as a
jeweller. His early training in traditional gold
and diamond work has provided a level of
discipline and a breadth of skill not common-
ly found in the contemporary jewellery field.
For example, brooch pins are work hard-
ened after soldering into place by twisting the
pin along its length. The tension thus created
gives the pin spring, and is therefore more

effective as a holding device. This simple
practice was common in nineteenth century
work.

The three holloware objects do not re-
sound with the same mastery. A coffee pot
and tea pot pairing contain a number of
unresolved design issues. Even when empty
the pots are heavy and the edges of the
titanium plate handles are uncomfortably
sharp. The ”\Naikato Vase” purchased by
the Waikato Museum of Art and History
similarly has problems. Two fabricated wing
forms attached by rivets to-the body of the
vase have a precarious existence. Some
movement off their original axis is already
evident. Despite the vases' lack of apparent
function, the less than sound construction
methods undercut the work's presence.

Baines is at his best when preparing the
many small units that collectively form each
piece of jewellery. A vast range of processes
are used to providea rich variation in surface
texture and colour. With each jewellerypiece,
the sum of its parts is somehow greater than
the whole. The design process appears to
develop along a linear path from the compo-
nent to the assemblage.

The exhibition offers a range of experienc-
es to the New Zealand public. All who see the
show will enjoy the contrast to our own
jewellers' output. The appreciation of Baines’
work shown by New Zealand jewellers is
likely to be mixed. Those who are able to
keep an open mind will profit from the con-
siderable achievements of Robert Baines,
goldsmith.

Above; Jewellery by
Robert Baines.
Photo; courtesy
Exhibito_ur
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SIMPLICITY IN WOOD
By Adrienne Rewi

Eight years ago Joe Tanner 0t Christch-
urch was inspired by 0 Canterbury Guild ot
Woodworkers show. Although he had built
houses and carried out alterations, he had
never turned his hand to tiner wood cratts-
manship.

Butwith a IiteIong interest in visual arts and
building, he gave himselt ten years to set up
as a tuIItime woodworker - something at a
change trom his I7 years as a prootreader
tor the Christchurch Press.

Today Joe is producing top quality, tinely
cratted cabinets and chests stronglyinlluenced
byAmerican country Furniture andtraditional
Japanese cabinetry . ”both commonsense,
simple styles making good use ot materials,”
he says.

Joe makes it clear that he is making a virtue
oi simplicity.

”Simple turniture allows the wood to speak
and it requires subtle proportions and details.
| see turniture as a kind ot minimalist sculp-
ture in which art, tunction and technique are
all equal.’I

Starting trom sketches, Joe designs turni-
ture as he makes it, trying to compose the
elements into a harmonious whole. He sees
the initial design as a vital component at the
process and his work evolves very slowly.
Over the past tive years he has made only
one piece at turniture a year; although he is
now working tulltime with wood and says he
ieels as ithe is 1'sitting on a volcano 0t ideas”.

l

Joe purchases most oi his wood as logs
and cuts them into slabs, either at a sawmill,
or in his own chainsaw mill. After sawing, the
wood is dried outside, under cover tor two
years and then in the workshop tor 6-I2
months. It is then cut into preliminary planks
about two months betore Final use - a total at
three years trom log to turniture.

He preters locally-grown exotics such as
ash, elm, oak, walnut, sycamore, acacia and
cedar and completes his Iinished works with

l a rubbed out Finish otoil and resin, then wax,

As a seIt-taught crattsman, he teels he has i
served his basic apprenticeship and he is
now keen to move into carved details, colour
and small amounts at inlay.

But while he believes attention to detail is
important ”it has got to be the rightdetail, or
it is all meaningless,” he says.

He is primarily interested in cabinets, and
Chests to a lesser degree, and says he likes
Ihingswith an intimate domestic scale. Cabinet
handles are otten intricate in their design and
a teatu re otthe piece, but they also relate very
Closely to the entire structure - ”they have got
I0 grow out at each other,” says Joe, IIor they
SirTiply become decorative techniques”.

He uses mainly traditional joints which,
C‘lll’iough laborious to make, have been proven
5eng and reliable over hundreds ot years.
Most surtaces are worked by planing and
Scroping rather than sanding, (except tor a
al wet sanding with very tine paper),

because he believes tinishing with a blade
Produces livelier and cleaner surtaces.

which is related to the Finishes oi the classic
pre-French polish era.

Joe is committed to producing high quality
work oi unique and subtle design, using the
best traditional methods and he is enthusias-
tic about the potential tor new design within
an ancient craI‘t.

”Ultimately I would like to think I am
building the antiques ot the Future - sound,
well-cratted pieces that will still be around
two to three hundred years trom now.”

l BOOKBINDER IN THE BUSH
By Judith Doyle

In a bush hideaway deep in the Aka-
tarawas, iust out at Upper Hutt, north at
Wellington, Bill Tito has a bookbinding busi-
ness which, it not exactly lucrative, has at
least proved Financially viable in the three
years it’s been operating.

OI Te Atiawa descent, Bill Tito was ap-
prenticed as a book binder at Wellington's
Parliamentary Library and then at Govern-
ment Print. He Iett otter his apprenticeship
was completed and worked in all sorts at
iobs.

Atter many years oi driving buses and
. working in the energy Fields in Taranaki,

interspersed with periods on the dole - he
decided to take up his initial training, even
otter so long a gap. In a studio built on his
Akatarawa property, he bought binding
machines, some a century old, and an equal-
Iy ancient guillotine which can cut a pile 0t
telephone directories, no trouble. He's still
looking tor a gold blocking machine.

Helped by his son, John, and guarded by
two Great Danes 0t dubious temperament,
he renovates and binds old books - by hand,
using this old equipment. Starting up on his
own has not been easy but by dint ot never
turning down work - even it the battered
books are iust old school textbooks - he is
building up the work, slowly but steadily.

Intact, rebinding school books has proved ‘
a good little earner For him - while costing the
school a traction of replacement costs in the
case at both tatty textbooks and library reter»
ence books.

Many books that are brought to him are
Bibles, venerable in age. He has had one
dated l76l . Some at the Bibles have tamily
trees written inside them and were brought
out by pioneering Families in New Zealand's
early years. The pages inside these old Bibles
otten need replacing, which Bill Tito does
with acid-tree paper.

Other old books that he’s tackled are
Victorian or Edwardian photo albums with
illustrations around the oval photo spaces.
And dictionaries - one he renovated recently
was more than 200 years old.

These old volumes are re-bound in New
Zealand leather, otten with a tlat surtace

contrasting with a roughed-up suede surtace
over the spine ot the book. Sometimes buck-
ram is used. He has Iound goatskin particu-
larly good - soit yet durable. E



DEBBIE POINTON
BY ELIZABETH FRASER-DAVIES

There is a delightFul cottage in Paraparau»
mu, Filled with homely and lovely artiFacts,
many oF them made by the equally delightFul
Debbie Pointon, whose home it is. It is a house
Full oF nooks and crannies, Furnished with
love like an enchanted grotto Filled with secret
treasures. |t admirably reFlects the Fey and
ethereal quality oF Debbie herselF, a talented
artist oF many mediums. Some readers in-
deed, might well be the Fortunate owners at
one 0F her paintings or a piece oF pottery and

. We“. 7” W I

wonder why her work has so unaccountably
been missing From exhibitions since her last
one held at the Molesworth Gallery in 1987.

The years Following 1987 were times oF
personal retrenchment For Debbie and she
Feels she has emerged aFter the slow re-
arrangement 0F her liFe, stronger now and
more Focused than beFore. Debbie was born
in 1948 and grew up in Lower Hutt. Two
years studyatWellington Polytechnic Graphic
Design course were Followed by marriage
and motherhood. In 1974 she moved with
her husband and young Family to the Kapiti
coast.

Starting her artistic career, she won, in
1976, the National Bank Award. Then in
1979 Debbie was able to share studio space
with Jean Hastedt at Otaihanga until 1981 ,
continuing her multi-Faceted career oF potter,
watercolour painter, print and papermaker.
In 1980 Debbie won the Fletcher Brownbuilt
Pottery Award and the Bank 0F New Zealand
Pottery award the Following year. In 1982
she was awarded a Queen Elizabeth 11 Arts
Council Grant to build her own studio and in
1983 she won a MeritAward in the Fletcher
Brownbuilt Pottery Award.

Latterly the desire to give something back
to thecommunityandthe necessityoFearning
a living wage (sadly not always possible as a
selF-employed artist!) led to a Full time ap-
pointment as the community Arts and Recre-
ation OFFicer For the Wellington Hospital
Board at Porirua Psychiatric Hospital early in
1990. This post was subsequently commuted
to the ”Artist in Residence” scheme at the
same Hospital From July 1990.

Debbie now spends one and a halF days a
week in practical sessions with patients, a Few
oF them day patients, helping them with their
therapeutic art work, which includes paint‘
ing, claywork, Fibre and paper. This work, as
can be imagined, is both rewarding and
extremely demanding. It was to mitigate the
stress and learn a totally new skill that Debbie
decided, quite by chance, to enrol in a local
dollmaking class tutored by Rona Walker, a
’Goldseal' dollmaker From Otaki.

She spenta year learning the techniques oF
making reproduction porcelain dolls using
commercially produced parts beFore launch-
ing out to develop her own moulds For her First
totally original dolls, based on children 0F
around 3 to 4 years. Debbie describes this
creative process as Feeding the inner child oF
her adult selF and the challenge has quite
carried her away on a cloud oF productive
enthusiasm. The technical process involves
sculpting the head and body parts From clay,
making plaster moulds and casting the par-
celain slipware. AFter the greenware stage
the pieces are bisque Fired to 1 200 0C. Next
the Figures are painstakingly coloured over
several Firings OF 760 0C using china paints
and china painting techniques. Handmade

Below, "Danielle", prize winning doll by Debbie
Pointon. Photo; Colin Fraser-Davies.

"Poppy”, by Debbie Pointon.
Photo; Colin Fraser-Davies.

glass eyes are inserted and the laborious
process 0F making a wig begins. The soFt
body is constructed and the various parts
attached. Finally the clothes are designed ‘
and stitched and with the style oF dress comes
the Final characterization 0F the particular
doll. The doll is dressed and has by now
acquired a name and, by an almost magical
process 0F osmosis, a personality as well.

”Poppy” one oF the First three dolls, an
enchanting redheaded tomboy doll in mod'
ern dress, complete with Freckles is particu»
larly successFul and llDanielle” awistFul blonds
child dressed in white broderie anglaise won
Debbiea ’Bestin Category’ award in a receni
National Doll-makers show called ”Hallc
Dolly” in Auckland.

Ideas For the next dolls to be constructed
are pouring into Debbie Pointon’s Fertile
mind, possibly taking the doll into the realm
0F sculpture and beyond. 1n the next edition,
Debbie has in mind taking the dolls into the
spirit theme, concepts evolving directly From
her Former lFlame Spirit’ pots and construc-
tions. Findhorne mythology 0F nature spirits
and Fantasy are slowly taking shape in her
subconscious. Gestated, these pieces will,
possibly, have more Fabric components, 01:
0F which Debbie will make herselF. Swirls oi
hand-dyed silks and trailing threads will
bring an embroidered elementintotheclothes
and thereFore into the creations. They are
sure to be marvellous visions oF a world and
art that will be essentially and uniquely Debr
bie Pointon.

WOODWORKING WOMEN
BY SARAH HUNTER

Woodworkers Gael Montgomerie and Jill
Gibens are a couple whose directions move
way ahead oF mere technical ability.

Gael, who began woodturning Full time in
1985, concentrates on adding almost plan-
etary dimensions through spacious synthesis
oF colour, pattern and sculptural elements.
She calls herselF an ”artistic woodturner”.

Jill is a contemporary woodcarver shap-
ing Fantastic birds and Fascinating animal
Figures as integral components oFa variety oF
spoons, bowls and scoops.

W\

Above ,' Jill Gibens (left) and Gael Montgomei'ie I
(right). Photo; Sarah Hunter.

Dunedin based woodturner Simon King
has observed the two human woodworms
reFining strong individual styles. Woodturn-
ing is predominately a male domain and
largely iudged on technique and he believes
Gael's colour experiments are an ”exciting
development”.

Jill, he says grinning, ”has carved out quite
a niche”.

During the seventies Gael used her brain
in government departments, started an ar-
chitecture degree then Found she was more
attracted to a hand-on approach to wood.

Making simple Furniture progressed to
Woodturning; she was particularly Fond at
the speed but aFter Five years Gael decided
her mainly domestic ware was stagnating in
0 ”round brown phase”.

She explains ”you spend time learning a
craFt and getting good at the technique and
then I started to get bored with just searching
For the most beautiFul piece 0F wood to make
Something thatwas inFinitely polished and so
On. I wanted to have Fun with it and 1 really
envied people working in media that had
colour involved”.

”I started investigating ways at introduc-
ing colour and pretty much where I am at the
moment is colour and surFace decoration on
turning.”

Gael has adapted artists acrylic paint in
thin washes. The colours evoke a rich vitality
on bowls that oFten have wide rims covered
in dremel scribblings or vines and twigs
wound on top.

Traditionally there are various stains and
dyes, ebonising or Fuming processes. Over-
seas woodturners have been expanding the
idea For years but Gael’s determination has
resulted in a singular design.

”I’m developing my own technique in that
I haven't seen anyone else doing the partic-
ular work with acrylic that I do using it as a
wash.”

Simon King believes Gael has a good
sense 0F underlying Form and proportion.
She says the beauty 0F the acrylic wash
added to this enhances the properties oF
wood cells without obliterating the grain or
lustre.

Her work has been exhibited throughout
Aotearoa, New Zealand and since 1991 in
Boston, Philadelphia and Los Angeles. Gael
says American woodturners treat her as an
expert which is ”a real buzz".

Jill has invented things From an early age,
teaching herselF leather work at 1 3 and
taking to welding and working on old cars at
19. She's trapped possums, learnt about

carpentry and taught herselF relieF carving
but itwasn’tuntil meeting Gael thatJill began
specialising in woodcarving.

The contrast to welding, the warmth and
liveliness 0F wood and the subtraction proc-
ess oF carving have absorbed her attention
For Four and a halF years. The key to her
success, notes Simon King, is an enormous
amount 0F natural talent and the ability to be
extremely selF critical.

She's carved three dimensional Fantasy
Figures and, a maior commission in 1990,
the crozier For Bishop PennyJamieson’s ordi-
nation. Jill's ease with machinery has ena-
bled her to Fine tune the time spent carving.
She’s made her own knives and has a chain-
saw and arbitech chainsaw carver to cut
away big rough material.

Above; "The Dance"
by Gael Montgomerie,
sycamore bowl with
dremel carving.
Below, Detail ol
"Ceremonial Bird Bowl ”
( 1 100mm long)
by Jill Gibens.
Photos, Sarah Hunter.



Right; Rosemary Tomery,
flax and river. Photo;
Judy Wilson Geode.

”I need the machinery to minimise the
wear and tear on my body but the actual
hand work and the use oFgouges, Chisels and
knives is the really important aspect For me”
she says.

It is a relatively isolated Field oork as Jill
rarely sees other contemporary carving that
has her ”lumping up and down”. She gener-
ally dislikes the traditions that English wood»
carving is bound by and it is to early Polyne-
sian carving and art that Jill owes a debt.

She’s inspired by their connection with
land and use oF animal, bird and Fish deco-
rations as well as older North American
totem carvings that incorporate animals too.

The couple emphasise a respect For trees
and preFer to chase around For logs to sal-
vage. Although they share a home and
workshop in Dunedin - Gael built the house
in I978 - Jill has a place on the South Island’s
rugged West Coastwhere she spends partoF
each year intensely working and scouring
beaches For native timber. Red beech, silver

. beech, kahikatea and rata are mentioned
i and she’ll use exotics such as Fruit and wal-

nut.

Gael usually turns sycamore, using the
crotch oFthe pale wood that has a hard grain
which acts as a Foil For colour and decora-
tions. She says it's a tree that’s constantly
being chopped down.

”I consciously try and give some use to it
because it really is a beautiFuI wood but I will
use others when they are available.”

The two support each other through the
joys and despair at their work and later this
year are moving to Nelson to live and estab-
lish a workshop and studio space.

”The beginning at bigger and better
things,” promises Gael.

She considers her work personal, well
designed and is keen to share the pleasure
she gets From exploring new dimensions.

”I wanted to add this, stretch it a bit but I
didn't know how Forawhile. Nowthatl have,
that was basically the underlying thing be
cause I wanted to enjoy whatl had chosen to
do For the rest at my liFe.”

Jill is currently working on a commission to
carve a double bed head. She relishes the
chance the have a go at anything diFFerent,
there's a possibility oF mixing welding and
woodcarving, and she speaks conFidentIy 0F
her multi-media talents.

”I Feel like I have a hugely expansive range
oF ideas to come no matterwhat medium they
might be in or combinations or whatever but
I know that I’m going to be making things For
the rest oF my IiFe.”
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ROSEMARY TOMERY
BY JUDY WILSON GOODE

It’s a long way From New York to Te
Koporu, and it's a very diFFerent liFeste From
restoring old books in a metropolitan city, to
making kete alone beside the Kaipara.

Rosemary Tomery is a gentle, seIF con-
tained, selF suFFicient woman, passionately
involved in her presentdevelopment, but she
doesn't undervalue her past experience, and
still gets obvious pleasure and excitement
tram her achievements with bookbinding
and paper marbling. However, none oF that
compares with her present love aFFair with
Flax - a development which took her From
teaching bookbinding at ATI, to exploring
the world oF Flax while living in Matakohe on
the Kaipara and later to her Full time commit-
ment to Flax in Te Koporu.

Rosemary's First kete were made while
working with Don Solomon at Outreach in
I984, and it was then she planted her First
Flax plant. She was told that aFterIO kete
she’d be able to consider herselt a Flax
weaver; she’s more inclined to think thataFter
I0 000 there will still be new things to learn.

During the next two years, Further experi-
ence was quietly gained while working with
weavers on the Otara marae and From days
spent with Jan Van der Klundit, Followed by
many hours at working through her own
ideas, reading and researching. In I987,

‘ she Fell under the spell ot a small isolated
village on the Kaipara harbour and her
whole IiFe changed. Renting out her Auck-
land home, Rosemary sold oI'F all her book-
binding equipment and moved to Matakohe
where her IiFe revolved intensely around the

Kaipara and Harakeke.
In I990, Rosemary spent a month at

Waiariki Polytech. Here she Found grert
rapport with the Fulltime students and tuto ,
Tina Wirihana. It was here she learnt t)
weave Kete Whakairo. These Finer kete re—
quire quite a diFFerentapproach and itwas a
great challenge learning a new intricate wa /
at making a kete plus a Fresh weaving tect -
nique.

Rosemary Feels she has two lives < one
betore Flax and one aFter. ”While in Rotoru 1
I was given eight good weaving Flax plans
and I had nowhere to plant these special
plants | Felt so protective, even possessive,
about. The idea oF cultivating weaving Flaxes
and growing them around me became ver/
important and somehow the next thing to do. '

This involved selling both her Aucklani
home and her tiny rural retreat in Northlanc ,
and moving to Te Koporu. Here with the
Northern Wairoa River at the bottom oF the
garden, on an acre oF land, Rosemary now
has 30 beautiFuI healthy tlax plants growin 3
which will be ready to use in 23 years. Till
then, she makes trips to the west coast whict
is only a short distance away, to gather hr r
Flax. It may be a labour intensive way (it
getting the materials needed For her craFt, b: 't
it is this availability which helped prompt ti 3
move away From bookbinding. How mum
more preFerabIe it is, to be able to gather Flc x
and use itwithin days, compared with having
to write oI'F to suppliers in New York and we it
three months For them to arrive.

OF her response to making kete Rosemai y

LEADING THE COUNTRY IN BI-CULTURAL VISUAL ARTS EDUCATION - WAIARIKI POLYTECHNIC
PRIVATE BAG ROTORUA

ENQUIRIES PH 07 3468 959

says, ”I like working green, gathering only
the necessary Flax to make three or tour kete
at a time”. Using maybe 88 strips oF Flax For
One kete, she will gather 50 leaves into one
bundle, and make three trips back over the
sand dunes to the van to load successive

bundles. The collection is a ritual and a
labour oF love, butto be enjoyed and shared
with her constant companion Meg, a long
legged energetic English pointer.

The good coast flax is interesting to pre-
pare. Initially hard, it is easily sottened and
Rosemaryenioys the saltytaste on her Fingers.
The colour changes From green to gold, and
then to paler gold much more quickly than
inland Flax. There is an immense respect For
the traditional ways 0F cutting and nurturing
the material which is part at her whole
ceremony. It is the constant learning about
diFFerent types at Flax and its behaviour that
is so ioyous - a whole existence revolving
around growing, gathering, making and
understanding both the tibre and oneseIF.
The serenity ot the person, the purpose and
the setting - it is hard to separate one From the
other.

Ritual in preparation is a powerFuI part at
the making. Following cutting, the Flax is
stripped to I25mm wide lengths and IeFt to
dry out. The soFtening - hapene - which
Follows using a metal band, also helps pre-
vent shrinking later. Next comes boiIing to
stop curling and staining, and Rosemaryalso
dyes some ot the Fibres. While keeping some
strips damp using towels, she then weaves
the Flax and since it is malleable she has time
to concentrate on her design. The Finished
kete hang For three weeks in her studio,
giving it a wonderFuI smell oF Flax. It is

‘ Fascinating watching the colours change as
. the Fibre dries out. All in all a lengthy process,
1 but the results are wonderFuI.

There are, at times, challenges about the
cultural appropriateness ot a pakeha weav-
ing kete. But her acceptance by Maori weav-
ers is prooF that it is sensitivity, respect,
passion and understanding which are im-
portant. Few people could question the in-
tegrity oF Rosemary's Feeling For Flax, and the
lbeautiFul kete she makes are prooF oF that
0V8.

TURNCRAFT
Woodturning by Jenny Sears

Tollemache Road West next to Tollemache Boarding Cattery.
Ph 06 878 3211

Studio Open Tuesday to Saturday
103m to 4pm

Woodturning also available from
Gallery 242 - 242 Heretaunga St, Hastings.

The Attic Collection - Devenport Rd, Tauranga.
FCNZ Visitors Information Centre - Longmile Rd, Rotorua .

The Crafty Fox - Main Rd, Oakura, New Plymouth.
Taylor Stace Cottage - Pauatahanui, Wellington.
Handcarved Furniture Co - Cuba St, Wellington.
WHOLESALE ENQUIRIES WELCOME!
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CHRISTCHURCH — Addington Raceway - Dates to be advised
AUCKLAND - Princes Wharf Overseas Terminal
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WELLINGTON - Overseas Terminal Oriental Bay
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Inquiries to organisers: Warwick Henderson, Jillian Bashford-Evers.
PO. Box 37—602, Parnell, Auckland. Ph/Fax 524—0543 or 309—7513
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Below; Kete by Rosemary Tomery pictured at Clay
Feat, Auckland. Photo; Judy Wi son Geode.
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Below; Rodney
Fumpston in his

studio. NZ Flora is a
recent lithograph.

Photograph courtesy
Lane Gallery,

Auckland.

RODNEY FUMPSTON - PRINTMAKER
BY LINDA GILL

odney Fumpston has been making prints for
over twenty years, one of the few artists in
New Zealand to focus on the print medium, to
find it uniquely suitable for the expression of

his ideas and to remain physically engaged with every
stage of its painstaking processes. Nine years ago, the
Sarjcant Gallery in Wanganui mounted a substantial
survey exhibition of a decade of Fumpston’s work.
Marking the respect accorded the artist, the exhibition
travelled throughout New Zealand and drew attention to
printmaking as a serious art form.

Many artists make prints, but the act of print-making is
not bound into the meaning of their work as it is with
Fumpston. For them the print may be a variation on a
theme worked out in paint or some other medium and
the making of it will probably rely on the technical skills
of other people. Occasionally Fumpston finds in drawing

and painting a welcome relief from the meticulous
intensity of printing. He has made pastel drawings, so He
oil paintings, and has worked in collage. But these are
seen as diversions, almost a holiday from his dedicati< n
to the traditional disciplines of his craft.

For most of the twenty years Fumpston has made
etchings, achieving an astonishing mastery of every
aspect of this method. He is a perfectionist. He relishes
the clarity and precision of thought that must precede
the creation of a successful image and makes the most of
the paradoxes that may be found in the etching process
“My prints look simple. Often, the more simple and
spontaneous they look, the more I have had to labour. '
His technical virtuosity is intimately linked to the
meaning of his work which is about elegance, fastidioi s»
ness, sensuous passion refined and controlled. lie is
very much in earnest about his chosen medium, but
there is nothing in the least earnest about the work hc
produces. On the contrary it is lyrical, often witty.
commenting, with an ironic lightness of touch. on life [1 .‘
suburbia, on the visual culture. of New Zealand, on
contemporary art and also on the tradition of print—
making to which it belongs.

Etching has a quality of detachment. a one degree
rcmovc from tho artistis hand, that makes it particularly
suitable for the expression of ideas of this sort. I‘lump
ston says, ‘Etching is about biting with acid after all — 't's
not surprising if there is an edge to what l have to say
The edge is sometimes that of self—mockery. a finely
tuned sense of parody, even when I’lunpston is. on thv
surface, rhapsodical, rcvelling in glorious colour, thc
‘bcauty of nature" or the ‘refincmcnt of culture".

There were other elements in the etching process I 1211
appealed to Fumpston. Because thcy are printed in
editions etchings are not expensive and bring good art
within the reach of the less wealthy. The work has a
satisfying level of manual involvement. The incising o.‘ f
the zinc or copper plate from which an intaglio print is
made is a delicate sculptural proccss. and the print thit
emerges from the rollers of the printing press is a sub] Ic
three—dimensional object. In the press, the inked plat -
and damp paper are forced together at such high
pressure, that the paper is pushed into the marks and
lines bitten into the plate. An embossed replica of eye I
the finest of lines appears on the surface of the paper. I
The pressure exerted also forces the printing ink into the
fibre of the paper, drenching it, and the fusion of ink
and paper gives a special quality of colour surface
unobtainable in any other way.

Some of the enjoyment of an etching is lost when i' is
framed, put behind glass and hung on the wall. It is
rewarding to take the work into the hands, turn it ow 1‘-
scrutinise it up close. The Japanese, with their rich
tradition of printmaking, store prints in boxes for
concentrated viewing and Fumpston would be glad if
more New Zealanders adopted this practice.

At the heart of Fumpston’s aesthetic is an exquisi. c
responsiveness to colour and it is just possible that hc

would not have found such satisfaction in etching when
he was a student at Elam Art School if Rachel Miller, his
teacher. had not been to Stanley William Hayter’s
Atelier 17 in Paris and brought back with her the idea of
using the colour roll—up as part of the etching process.
The roll—up is the t ‘aditional method of hiking a relief
print, for example a linocut or a woodcut, where the
artist lays a film of colour over the surface of the
printing block. Etching is an intaglio technique and
licrc, by contrast, colour is traditionally obtained by
rubbing ink into marks bitten into the surface, while the
surface itself is wiped clean. Fumpston combined the two
methods and added enormously to the colouristic
resources of the etching. The roll—up enabled him to
modulate from dark to light, or move from warm to cool
hucs — a rich apricot at the bottom of the paper undergo—
ing an imperceptible prismatic. evolution into a deep
veb ct blue at the top. It is ironic that the production of
those subtle colour progrcssions. as apparently insub—
stantial as light refracted through a film of moisture,
imolvcs arduous physical labour akin to weightlifting as
thc heavy roller is inked and manoeuvred. Fumpston
talks rucfully about putting his back out in the making
ofthcsc airy objects.

The roll—11p was particularly suited to the suggestion
of atmospheric effects, the endlessly varying luminous
colours of the sky. Fumpston derives his imagery from
the physical world, setting up a relationship between the,
world of nature and the objects madc by human beings.
111 many of his etchings thc sky is a dominating motif.
While living in London he made in I975—76 a series of
twclvc prints titlcd Sky — Marble Arch. The works were
linked to his appreciation of Turnc romantic sky—
scapcs but it is Turner seen through the eyes of someone
who can no longer subscribe to the old romantic cthos.
much as he would like to. So there is artificiali in the
hucs, an over—the—top intensity not to be taken too
litcrally or too seriously. Like Turner, who painted the
Stcam from a speeding railway train. Fumpston added
the vapour trail of a jet plane. These prints acknowledge
thc colour field painters of the 1960s in America.
particularly Julcs ()litski, who in a sense moderniscd
Turner’s preoccupation with atmosphere, stating that
his ideal would be to spray droplets ofpaint into the air
and leave them hanging there. The gestural marks of
abstract impressionism are the source for Fumpston's
Vapour trail. except of course that Fumpston’s marks
31‘0 made very slowly and thoughtfully, calculating the
Number of seconds the acid must bitc in order to obtain
the required depth of tone. Fumpston's nod in the
direction of international modernism is offset by the
Spt‘t'ificity of his title. which labels the prints as the work
Of a New Zealander abroad, the ‘Kiwi tourista of
FHmpston’s own mockingly affectionate designation,
Selt’cting the Marble Arch, prime London site, for his
Subject, as one might buy a postcard.

One of the traditional functions of the etching has
been to depict the exotic scene, to be a source of pleasant

memory for the traveller and vicarious enjoyment for
those who remained at home. Fumpston’s etchings pay
regular homage to this tradition, sometimes putting an

Abovc; Sky -
Marble Arch I 1 ,
etching, 1975-
76. Architecture
is minimally

ironic twist into the process. He travelled to Egypt in
1980 because he wanted to make a s
the theme of the pyramids. Here was the exotic scene par
excellence, redolent of antique mystery and romance.
One of Eumpstonis pleasures is to infuse new personal
meaning into themes so familiar that they verge on the

(, ‘ies of etchings on suggested by the
sloping edge of
the right hand
side.

cliche, to reverse the process whereby the extraordinary
becomes the ordinary. The Egypt of the pyramids
offered him an austere landscape dominated by an
empty sky and monumental geometry. Fumpston made
skies of sumptuous pink, or bright deep blue and the
pyramids themselves formed triangular planes of gold.

The expressive range of Fumpston"s colour may be
gauged by comparing these prints with a series made in
l983 in response to thc invitation to exhibit at the
Sarjcant Gallery. Herc the colours are cool and suave,
greys, ochres, blue—greys, the tone set by the Sarjeant
Gallery itself, an elegant nee-classical building. The
“human" element in Fumpston’s work is frequently
architecture, and herc again he looks back to a tradi—
tional use of etching.

Fumpston says: “My work over the last ten years
seems to fall into a sort ofAt Home and Abroad frame-
work. Like most New Zealanders 1 love to travel, but I
have also become a home—owner, a Kiwi do—it—yourself
builder and decorator.” Fumpston lives in the Auckland
suburb of Western Springs. His house is a small bunga—
low built in the 19205, with the main room given over to
two printing presses, work benches, tables and storage
cabinets. The garden is an inspiration to all owners of
small rectangular suburban plots. A skilful combination
of formal design with romantic planting, its central vista

L33



Above; Kiwi lee
(lreanl. from

Fourteen Days in
Japan. 1986:. etehing.

lronieally. the ire
erealn. a favourite

flavour. is not
0o11110010d with New

Zealand in most
Japanese minds.

(there’s no other word for it) slopes gently down to a
neo—elassi0al 0orrugated iron folly. From the pains and
pleasures (‘the follyl") of home ownership. a long
sequenee of etehings emerged. Home Decorating ( 1983).
Here Fuinpston plays with ideas about what one puts on
the wall (NZ. (-ontemporary art or wallpaper?) and
offers a grid design. eourtesy of Alan Maddox. or a (lead
fish (Barry Cleavin). He dreams of building a folly and
draws up the design. He thinks about different ways of
living as r0fle0ted in (160012 01' makes the most ambitious
(-olour roll-up in his (-areer to 0onvey something of the
beauty of sunset in the western skies over Auekland.

Fumpston travelled to Japan in 1986. Fourteen
Days in Japan is a tour (leforee. in whieh he set out to
honour the Japanese ukiyo—e tradition of woodbloek
printing. but in his own medium. He combined as many
different intaglio printing techniques as possible so that
the suite could aet as a sort of textbook. His images were
based on themes from Japanese prints. the sequenee in
time first of all and then images (-alled Volcano. Wet
Season, Paddy Fields, and. to add a modern urban
note, Kiwi Ice Cream. These prints delighted the
Japanese and Fumpston was in turn delighted by an
environment that was so well—informed about the
printer’s art.

From a two month stay in India in 1990 came an
edition of five small mezzotints, a distillation in a new

and demanding medium of the overwhelming sen-not
experienee that lndia offers the tluropean travellerfll
mezzotint is a type of intaglio printing where the met.
plate is first seored all over with minute i11denlalion~
using a tooth—edged 0urv0d ‘roekeri. The pitted s:1rl.
0an hold a lot of ink whieh gives a rieher depth of 0o]
than is unobtainable with other intaglio t00hnit1ues.
Lighter tones are made by smoothing down parts ol'll
pitted surfaee. whieh. b0ing less heavily inked. alloy
more ofthe paper to show through thus reducing the
intensity of ('olour. The ('risp elean lines typi0al el'tli
etehing are replaeed in the mezzotint by soft ll‘illlsllle
between areas of ('olour. \Vith this teehnique lsllltlllsl‘
ereated a dreamy. nostalgi0 sequent-0 of images. evol.
the arehiteeture. landseape. skies. rituals and fabrie
lndia. all on a small seale reminiseent of the mi11i:1t1n
rl‘l10se prints are 0v0ryone"s dream of lndia. riehly
deeorative. l“umpston at his most lyrieal.

ln New Zealand. Fumpston was looking at popul.
imagery: early etehings of (-oastal profiles. lithog 'apl
llora and fauna in whieh settlers responded to llit'
partieularities of a new eountry. modern tourist till-l,
of liangitoto where the island is as emblematie ol
.\110kland as the pyramids are of l‘igypt. From these
thoughts have 0ome etehings of Wellington and \uel
land llarbours. and a longer series that Fumpsten
affeetionately 0alls his Kilriana. These last refer (lil‘rl
to old lithographs beeause Funipston has. for [I10 fir
time. used lithography. taking advantage of the line
lithographie workshops available in Auekland and
(Ihristehureh. "I wanted them to look eompleteb
different from my 0t0hings. to look as mueh like litll‘
graphs as possible. really exploiting the soft water)l
washes. the flat painterly look. It is a eompletel)
different teehniquef Fumpstonis lithographs are it1
and expansive. emblematie. informal. more represl‘I
tional than abstraet. seleeting subjeets that are per“
to New Zealand. There is a vase of native flowers: 51'
blooms. the pohutukawa and the kowhai: a weta. 11"
a pukapuka leaf and a fern frond: a Victorian srl‘fll’
book of pressed plants.

.-\t present l“umpston is setting up a four year ("‘i
as Head of the Printing Department at the :\S.\ 5th
of Art. He is exploring the, wood0ut and may set hill"
the eliallenge of mastering a new teehnique if he ft’Vl'l
that it would more suitably express the ideas that
interest him. He is thinking about the Paeifie. ohm"
ehildhood in Fiji. He is quietly preparing to makl’ll
next sequence, of prints. '

PROMOTING NEW ZEALAND
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l SURVEY
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& other works
Suter Gallery Nelson
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LARA SCOBIE
24‘ year old Scottish woman recently became
the youngest potter yet to win the premier
prize in the Fletcher Challenge Ceramics
Award. liara Scobie couldn’t believe the news

when she had the phone call asking her to travel to the
other side of the world to collect the “0.000 prize.

Iler boat forms are part of an ongoing inyestigation
into finding out what clay can do.

“I’m really still discovering clay. When I started
doing these pieces, I was concerned with pushing clay to
its absolute limits and using it in an unconventional wa I.
The layering is like turning the actual making of the
form inside out and showing e\er) layer. e\cry waII.
exactly how its been constructed. rather than making a
very slick, slip cast piece where you don’t see the joins
and evcything is very smooth. I don't feel happy with
pieces like that — I feel more secure when you can see tI;.|t
something is banged on or you can see the join. It‘s
really about construction. making and my discovering
what I can do with clay

WI‘heyfire very complicated pieces to get to stick
together and keep together. I do use slip because often I
have to let the clay get to leather hard stage before I put
it together. Otherwise it would just collapse. but I don'_
use slip a lot. I work quite quickly. It‘s a challenge to
me. \Vliile I'm working I constantly moye it around and

move on to different sections. That’s what I want people
to do, to just move around the pot and I want their eyes
to be taken from one section to another.

“You have to have some form in mind - you can’t
just make a form — a shape — because it’s going to be
something to someone — predominantly it’s surface that
I’m concerned with, but the boat shapes, they did
evolve. I used to work quite tall with tripod pieces. I was
concerned with lifting the vessel shape up and making it
very sacred- I wanted to get away from doing that,
change the format, so I tried to work the other way —
Work longways, horizontal, and this is what evolved. The
more I looked at it the more I could see a boat form. It
just seemed to work so well with what I was doing. And
then as I looked back I thought of all the influences that
I’ve had in my life. I’ve spent many holidays up in the
west coast of Scotland — in fishing villages — Ijust felt
comfortable doing boats. But they’re really more a
vehicle for me to do the texture and the surfaces.”

As a child, Lara Scobie went to a Rudolf Steiner
school in Edinburgh

“That’s where I was introduced to pottery. They had
a very good pottery teacher and that’s what I was good
at. I was there all my school years. When I was eighteen
(in 1985) I went to London. I did a foundation year at
Camberwell. For a while I was going to do painting. But
I kept coming back to ceramics and clay. I re—applied to
Camberwell to do the ceramics degree course and was
there for three years. I worked very flat — I did large wall
murals, working with surfaces and texture in two
dimensions.

“When I finished at Camberwell I had to make the
decision whether to stay down in London, or move away
— I missed Scotland a lot — I thought that was a sign. I
couldn’t breath in London — it was just too oppressive. I
knew it would be hard financially doing ceramics. I
actually applied to Glasgow to do post graduate, but I
couldn’t get the money. Once you’ve had the money for
your foundation and degree course, it’s very hard to get
more money.

“Everybody gets a grant from the Scottish Education
Department for further education (following secondary
school). I got a grant to go to London because they didn’t
do the same course in Scotland. It’s quite hard to move
away, you have to prove that there’s a reason.

“My further post—graduate, I eventually did in
Edinburgh. I couldn’t get any money for Glasgow, I
Couldn’t get any for Edinburgh either — but I could stay
at home. I managed to get some sponsorship to help me
and I worked in a supermarket.

“The sponsorship was from my uncle who’s a very
successful businessman — he sponsored me, £1000— the
Course was £2000 and an art gallery gave me money — a
COuple of hundred — there was no commitment to exhibit,
80 it was very generous. The Reyne Foundation — a trust
fund in London — also gave me money. That helped
tremendously.

“Working in a supermarket about three nights a
week and then Saturday and sometimes Sunday, is
tiring, but it actually paid me the most money. The
normal restaurant or bar job is more tiring, because you
have to work late, and also you don’t get paid as much.
It was quite hard, I wanted to have a badge saying “I’ve
got a degree”; people treat you as if you’re really stupid
because you work in a supermarket.

“That was for a year and was really good because I
didn’t have contacts in Scotland - ceramic contacts -
because I had been in London for such a long time. So I
had to re—establish myself. Going into another college
was a pressure because I’d come from a London College,
people seemed to be peering over my shoulder the whole
time to see what I would produce. Because I was chang—
ing completely from the flat panels to hand building, my
work went through a period where it was up and down a
lot — I felt pressurised to produce something good. It was
a hard time. I was expecting things of myself as well — I’d
managed to get myself a degree, I’d had a show already,
and suddenly it was like going back to the beginning. I
was in many ways because I was changing my work.”

Fletcher judge Akio Takamori said of Lara Scobie’s
winning entry - “...this work with it’s many levels has a
structure like a basket, looks like a boat, looks like
architecture. I like the freshness of handling. Every part
of this work shows an intense kind of care — so energetic."

Lara now shares a workshop in Edinburgh with
other craftspeople.

1—TT: he judge of the Fletcher Challenge Ceramics
VI _ ; Award 1992 was born in Japan, but now lives

I in Seattle in the USA, where he teaches part
time. His interest is in the human form,

particularly in the erotic.
In judging the Fletcher exhibition he looked for

messages and meaning, not only in the work, but in the
trappings surrounding it. “How the work is packed,
packing materials, tell you about different countries and
their economies. When I look at these pieces and think
that shipping is so expensive, it shows how seriously
people treat this exhibition and how they want others to
treat their work.

“In looking, I realise how certain cultural conditions
show in the work — especially Eastern European coun—
tries. They have such limited facilities and materials. It's
interesting to see that everyone is an individual artist,
they try to express their own feelings, they're pretty
successful with that.

“At the same time, the cultural background of each
person is contained within them, become a part of them.”
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BY N.C. CLIFTON - REVISED EDI-

Reviewed by David Haig
I New Zealand Timbers by Norm

Clifton, first published in I989 and
I now reprinted in a revised edition, is

no doubt already on the bookshelves
of most committed wood lovers. For
those unfamiliar with the original,
the book really is one of those rare

I compilations that successfully com-
bines comprehensive technical infor-
mation with enough fascinating his-
torical and anecdotal material to
have appeal to anyone remotely in-
terested in wood (and I have yet to
meet anyone professing to have no

The book divides neatly and natu-
l rally into two main parts. The first,

entitled "Understanding Wood”
covers a wide spectrum of the vari-
ous properties and peculiarities of
wood, indispensible to anyone as-
piring to serious use of timber. It
covers the more obvious areas, such

The Asliford Boo/e if Dyeing
Ann MilnerE’EI At last, a comprehensive introduction to fabric dyeing, for

New Zealand conditionsl Detailed techniques and recipes
for natural dyes; includes dyeing of felts, silk, batik. and handmade paper.
Paperback, colour illustrations

Weavimg a Kai/calm
Diggeress Te Kanawa

RRP $39.95

One of the most renowned of the traditional Maori weavers reveals the skills
and philosophy behind the eight—month process of weaving a kakahu (cloak).
Stunning photographs by Gil Hanly and line drawings illustrate each step.
Paperback, colour illustrations RRP $24.95

A VAILABLE AT BOOKSELLERS

BRIDGET WI LLIAIVIS BOOKS

as the differences between hardwoods and
softwoods, and how and why timber shrinks,
as well as some excellent and concise expla~
nations of areas that had foxed me for some

time, such as the phenomenum of timber
collapse and reaction wood.

bers", has probably the most universal ap-
peal. Mr Clifton again divides the subject
logically enough into major and minor, as
well as exotic and indigenous species. All the
individual species are described using the
same basic format and it is in this section that
the fund oe Clifton’s anecdotal and histor-
ical material really comes into its own - the
fruit of a long and obviously much enjoyed

uses to which Maori and early settlers put
some of the more arcane timbers makes for
fascinating reading. For the serious wood-
worker, the information on such things as
relative shrinkage rates, elasticity, durability,
etc of the various species is a goldmine too.

revised edition? Most of the minor but irritat-
ing errors have been corrected - things such
as upside down photos and blurred colour
prints. The gallery section, which includes a
wide range of colour photos of NZ woodwork,
certainly looks better, and the binding seems
to be of a superior standard - welcome, as
some of the pages in my original copy are
already loose. The text, though, remains

, unchanged - and rightly so.

Published by Powerhouse Publishing I99]
Reviewed by Helen Schamroth

The Powerhouse Museum in Sydney is an
exciting place to visit, the architecture, interi-
or design and collected items enriching the
lives of locals and visitors alike.

This book tells the story of the Powerhouse
Museum and its comprehensive collection of
decorative arts and design. The material is
arranged chronologically; it is lavishly illus
trated in colour, and is divided into five
manageable sections starting with the I8th
century and going through to the I990s.
Short essays about significant works are
incorporated into the main text, the whole
being written by the museum’s curators.

INTERNATIONAL WEQWHIW@
P.O. Box 313, 22 Broadway, Plcton, New Zealand

SCCIIBIIOOLI 0F N-Z-
Telephone: (03) 573 6966

The second part, entitled simply ”The Tim- I

career in forestry. The information on the I

So should owners of the original buy the ,

l Well written and informative, the book
gives fresh insight into Australia’s history,
with parallels able to be drawn in New

‘ Zealand. There is a token reference to craft of
New Zealand (of course I looked for more),
with an illustration ofa recentvase (I 990) by
Richard Parker. Christopher Thompson out-
lines a little of the story of the studio pottery
tradition, giving context to the work and
supplying just enough information to satisfy,
yet leading the reader onto want to discover
more.

The gaps in the collection are acknowl-
I edged, and the examples illustrated are a

scattered sample ofthe treasures on offer. Yet
in no sense is this fragmented information,
forthe text skilfully weaves the tale, the colour
images indicating the scope of the exhibits.

The book is much more than a souvenir for
visitors to the museum. It is lively, intelligent
reading and a valuable addition to the li-
brary of anyone interested in the history of

a history which has such great bearing on
that of New Zealand.
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Maori Plaiting Patterns

BY MICK PENDERGRAST
Reviewed by Toi Te Rito Maihi

The first edition of this book was treasured
by Maori weavers from one end of the
country to the other. Copies sold as soon as
they appeared on bookseller’s shelves. This
edition with its more attractive cover is certain
to be equally popular.

Again, in the Pendergrast style, we have
an admirable text, informative photographs
and impeccable diagrams assembled in a
manner that together make a book both a
visual pleasure and a wonderful resource
demonstrating past and still achievable ex-
ceIIence.

He has allowed the beauty and diversity of
the patterns to speak for themselves following
an excellent introduction whose text is as

, much a delight to read as the photographs
the decorative arts and design in Australia - z are to view.

Reed Books. Retail price; $34.95.

BY ANNE MILNER
Reviewed by Judy Wilson Goode in consul-
tation with Amy Brown, Belinda Curnow,
Elizabeth EIIett, Louisa Simons, Ailie Snow, &
Rosemary Stewart

The Ashford Book of Dyeing by Anne ‘
Milner is a useful addition to a collection of
books on dyeing, and certainly shows Anne’s
in depth knowledge of natural dyeing wool-
len yarns. Itcould be used with confidence by
anyone contemplating dyeing with natural
materials and also with acid wool dyes.

There could be some problems however,
for a novice dyer ofotherthan woollen yarns.
While the recipes for fibre reactive dyes are
more or less correct, the information is sketchy
and could lead to disappointment. In fair-

, ness, Anne does say in the introduction that
I it isn’t intended to be a work manual on these

subjects, but a lot of vital information is
missing.

The book contains a good index and
bibliography, but could well have also in-
cluded a list of suppliers. The photo illustra-
tions are not very inspiring and itwould have
been good to use some work by some of New
Zealand’s specialist dyers to demonstrate
such sophisticated techniques as shibori, batik
and silk painting.

the research Iwas doing fora one-hourdocumentaryfilm.

i public may just be interested in mugs and woven rugs

Reviewed by Peter Gibbs
Eight Artists - thirteen writers, 0 luxuriously stimulating

look at a segment of the art scene in New Zealand.
Luxurious, because in a country of this size - limited

readership base < low budgets - it's just not possible in the
normal course of events to take a chance with raw talent
and expose it to close scrutiny.

Stimulating because this book dwells on the artists’
work, challenging you to follow their rationale, to see and
appreciate the history and influences which cause it to
come about. Sometimes too, the writers introduce their
own riddles and creative processes, challenging you to
interpret how the art impacted on the writer and what this
means to you. Do you care? Is it pretension?

If you don’t care, you won’t read it. You need to want
to know about these artists. The writing is too challenging
to read for idle curiousity. You could leaf through it as a
coffee table book. You'd be amused, impressed, disgust-
ed, entertained, maybe you’d be stimulated enough to be
drawn into the text.

For this is not a conventional art book of images and
biographical text. It’s a challenging examination of some
fringe artists, some who are entering the mainstream, but
not a sample of well exposed names.

How has the book came about? From the introduction
by Shirley Horrocks: ”The ideas for this book came out of

I discovered that my interests could mesh happily with
Susan Davis at Longman Paul and those ofTrish Clarkand
the Moét & Chandon Art Foundation. Clark and the ,
Foundation who had already been considering a series
on contemporary New Zealand art decided to produce
this first book in tandem with the film.”

The editors, Wystan Curnow & Trish Clark state that
this is a ”...book about contemporary art.” ”Contempo-
rary means this year...and the five or so years before.”
The chosen artists are New Zealanders, but notall ofthem
live or work here, and even more of them exhibit their
work outside this country.

Preoccupationswith the body are immediately obvious. j
Maybe it's a reflection of coming to terms with ourselves _
and who we are. Although the book avoids dealing with
gender issues, it's obvious thataII the women featured (the
featured artists are all women) are seeking to state their
positions and that involves questioning some basic truths
about men/women/bodies/body functions.

The resulting book is lavishly presented, plenty of white
space, room for points to be made and considered, room
to be impressed by what you see, not just as information,
but as stimulation, on art in its own right.

Could we do books like this in the craft field? Do we
have the writers? (Do we have the craft artists?) Surveys tell
us we have the public to support such ventures, but this

(what is craft?) In the end, for craft to flourish and gain
respect, we may have to do as Shirley Horrocks did with I
the film ”Pleasures and Dangers" ~ startthe job and go out
and look for backers and funders.

Published by Moét & Chandon and Longman Paul; $34.95
#—

Largest Selection in NZ - Sea Chests, Kitchen tables - Free delivery in NZ
Contact Michael Edie - Colonial Collectables, Main Street, Ekatahuna. Ph 06 375 8084



CELEBRATING THE STITCH
CONTEMPORARY EMBROIDERY
OF NORTH AMERICA
BY BARBARA LEE SMITH
Reviewed by Pene Williamson.

A guest speaker at the 1990 Crafts Coun-
cil Annual Meeting, Barbara Lee Smith pre-
sented a slide viewing at many at the works
in this book. Now Barbara tells us more
about the artists themselves, their working
process and their ability to bring ”art out at
needle, thread and tabric” in so many ditter-‘
ing ways.
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POTTERY
SUPPLIES

Kilns. clay. raw materials. glazes,
tools. stains etc.

NZ‘s complete supplier
Advice. service. mail order

PO. BOX 32024
Christchurch

Phone 03 667 229
tax 03 666 847

. The 5] essays have been grouped under
chapter headings, Lightand Shadow, Poems
and Portraits, Mysterious Messages, Within
and Without and Celebrating the Stitch. A
section is then Followed by Further statements
from the artists who give advice on ”Trying
out..." at ”Thinking about..." some aspect in
the creative process. Many more artists, in-
cluding men throughout, have works in the
Gallery at the end of each chapter. Here and
there the placing at insets illuminate a partic-
ular technique or solution as in B J Adams
”curving a right angle”. In these, as with the
Stitch Glossary, diagrams are taultless.

Barbara attributes the growth of embroi-
dery as an art Form to its inclusion in the art
curriculum at some colleges. She pinpoints j
the intluences on students at Indiana Uni-
versity in the last 20 years who ”meshed
with an innovative Faculty to produce ex-
traordinary results”. Three tormer students .
Tom Lundberg, Renie Breskin Adams and
Susan Wilchins are represented in the book
and now teach in University Departments
in the United States. Another intluence l
seems to be that many ot the artists have
travelled and bring a rich experience at lite
to their work. The impressions at youth in a
rural environment and seeing vestments
and altar lrontals in his own church are
impressions recalled in the work of Tom
Lundberg. Many ot these artists were lead
to embroider through other art torms -
weaving, graphic arts or painting.

Many more common themes run through i
the essays. Enjoyment oi the meditative
time the working process otters, love at
colour, using stitches as brush strokes, care
and inventiveness with tinal presentation
and a lot at very hard work. It is good to
read aboutthis inventiveness tor ettectas in
Renie Breaskin Adams’ use otneedleweav-
ing and detached buttonhole to recreate
woven Fabric in a unique blending at col-
our. A portrait ot her husband David used .
20 values at neutral, warm and cool grey i
sewing thread. It is one piece where a
detail would have been appreciated.

The use at modern materials such as
Mylar, microtilm, and the cyanotype pho-
tographic process are all clearly explained
within the author’s easy descriptive style.
Patricia Malarcher uses Mylar, a metal-
ized polyester tilm developed tor the skin at
the lunar space module, and believes art is
the process at discovery so lets the material
guide her.

This is a beautifully printed, historically
important volume! There can be no argu-
ment with Barbara Lee Smith’s statement
that the ancient craft of embroidery has
been transtormed in the late 20th century
to an ”innovative, imaginative and inspir-
ing art torm”.

Taunton Press, PO Box 5506,
Nevvtown, CT, USA.
Fax (203) 426 3434. US$34.95
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BASKETRY FOR BEGINNERS
BY MICK PENDERGRAST

Reviewed by Toi Te Rito Maihi
Practical tributes are made to Mick Pend

ergrasteverytimethose interested in working;
in traditional ways with Maori Fibre open one-
ot his books.

He compiles his books tram the viewpoint
ot one who is totally involved with, rathe'
than an observer, at his topic.

All his books are well organised and lai :l
out with sincere acknowledgements to those
who have helped him in his pursuitotthe skills
at raranga and the associated cultural signifi-
icance at working with the tibres - harakeke
in particular.

The text is so lucid and so well accompa—
nied with equally explicit photographs aug-
mented by his beautifully drawn diagrams,
that it is possible to make both the ke 8
described, using only the book.

Another welcome addition to the ”specic ”
shelt.

Reed Books. Retail price; $l 9.95
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